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I. INTRODUCTION
 
Under NASA Contract NAS9-l0886, the work described in this report
 
was performed to generate parametric data on injector valves for controlling
 
gaseous propellants to rocket engines.
 
The objectives of the program were to develop a comprehensive
 
technology base in the field of high performance rocket engine injector
 
valves for gaseous propellant service in spacecraft reaction control systems.
 
This technology base will provide the basis for sound system selection and
 
configuration decisions on an overall vehicle basis; and will provide assur­
ance that system functional requirements and characteristics represent achiev­
able goals. The total effort establishes a sound technical framework for
 
the expeditious development of engine valves.
 
The method of accomplishing these objectives is illustrated in the
 
Program Plan Flow Diagram of Figure I-1. This effort has resulted in the
 
accomplishment of the following:
 
A comprehensive technique was developed for systematically
 
performing trade-off studies of valve designs. This
 
technique represents valid decision modeling of valve
 
design features requiring evaluation on a subjective
 
basis.
 
A state-of-the-art survey was completed to assess the
 
current status of metal bellows technology with respect
 
to high performance valve requirements.
 
A comprehensive analysis program was developed for predicting
 
performance and physical characteristics of at least eight
 
valve configurations as a function of rocket engine per­
formance criteria.
 
The analytical program was substantiated by a concurrent
 
design effort to document several sample applications.
 
Parametric design curves were prepared for predicting valve
 
performance and physical characteristics.
 
Trade-off curves of various valve configurations, as a function
 
of performance and physical characteristics, were prepared.
 
A systematic approach for presenting and evaluating valve
 
configurations for a specific application was developed and
 
demonstrated.
 
Detail design layouts were completed of valve configurations
 
for two specific applications. The configurations of these
 
designs were selected using the analysis program and evalua­
tion systems developed during this effort.
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II. SMMARY
 
The development of a comprehensive valve technology base to support
 
gaseous propellant reaction control system design studies, establish a basis
 
for objective trade-offs and selection and support valve design and develop­
ment programs has been recognized as a critical item in the overall advanced
 
spacecraft development program. As a result, the program described in this
 
.report was executed by The Marquardt Company during the period from 6 May
 
1970 to 15 December 1970, under contract to NASA-MSC, Houston, Texas. As a
 
result of this effort, a parametric valve program has been developed which
 
is a useful tool to the systems designer in establishing realistic valve
 
requirements and estimating the impact of valve characteristics on the total
 
system, and to the valve designer in selecting optimum elements and con­
figurations of valves for a specific application.
 
To establish a common denominator, applicable to all valves, which
 
would combine several criteria of a rocket engine injector valve, the equi­
valent orifice of the valve was adopted as a convenient method. This flow
 
factor (CdAt) and the inlet pressure provide sufficient input to establish
 
the valve's physical and performance characteristics and is readily trace­
able to application criteria such as thrust, OlN, valve pressure drop, and
 
propellant.
 
Having established a base from which to analyze valve characteris­
tics, the scope of the analytical effort had to be established within reaso­
able bounds of a workable number of configurations. A valve concept trade­
off study was performed wherein various alternative elements which perform a
 
function essential to the total-valves function, were evaluated on the basis
 
of their capability to demonstrate desirable characteristics. This evaluation
 
was performed in a systematic method comparable to decision modeling since
 
subjective judgments were primarily involved. The result of this trade-off
 
was the selection of a limited-number of candidate valve configurations
 
which appeared compatible with the design goals and the range of interest.
 
The trade-off also indicated an optimum breakdown of a valve design for
 
analysis such that the analysis would provide maximum utilization.
 
A detailed analysis program was developed which produced data on
 
shut-off devices and actuators, and established interface criteria such that
 
various combinations of shut-off device and actuator could be evaluated and
 
performance and physical characteristics generated. This program offers
 
capability to perform analytical studies of eight basic valve configurations
 
and can include several other configurations with minor modifications. The
 
analysis program was employed to compute parametric data for several sample
 
applications and design curves covering the total range of interest were
 
prepared. Employing the data and design curves, sample trade-off curves were
 
prepared which define the operating envelopes of the eight configurations as
 
a function of several typical design criteria. For two specific applications
 
(1000 lb thrust, O/F of 2.0 inlet pressure of 22 psia, and 10001b thrust, O/F
 
of 2.0 and inlet pressure of 400 psia) performance and physical characteris­
tics data on the various configurations were calculated and compiled. In
 
lieu of specific system criteria, an arbitrary rating system was developed
 
and the compiled data evaluated to systematically select the optimum valve
 
configuration for each specific application.
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Following a design review with the NASA technical monitor, detail design
 
layouts of the selected valve configurations for the two specific applications
 
were prepared. For a 1000 lb thrust engine with a propellant supply pressure of 400 psia,a
 
pneumatic operated linear motion valve configuration was selected as offering the
 
- optinum performance and physical characteristics for theapplication, wherein a 
propellant inlet pressure of 22 psia is available for a 1000 lb thrust rocket 
engine. In arriving at these recommended valve designs, the analytical techniques 
developed during this effort were employed, and the data were evaluated by the 
methods described herein. 
The completion of this program resulted in the developIment and demonstration
 
of a comprehensive valve evaluation technique and the generation of extensive para­
metric data applicable to gaseous propellant valves. The systematic approach
 
to the evaluation of valve designs and characteristics, employed throughout this
 
effort, results in valve selection with a maximum of objectivity.
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III., PARAMETRIC VALVE STUDY 
This section of the report presents the results of work performed
 
with the goal of developing techniques whereby optimum selections of
 
valves for gaseous propellant systems can be made with a maximum of objec­
tivity. The range of interest of this particular effort was for hydrogen/
 
oxygen fueled rocket engines with thrusts from 500 to 2500 lbf, O/F ratios
 
from 2.0 to 8.0 and inlet pressures from 20 to 400 psia (Table III-I). The
 
techniques and methods described herein, however, have universal application.
 
iii-1 Flow Factor Determination
 
For the range of interest, allowable valve pressure drop was de­
fined as a function of valve inlet pressure only. To facilitate the hand­
ling of the variables of fluid, pressure drop and flow rate, a convenient
 
factor had to be found which would easily relate to the valve. For this
 
purpose, the valve was equated to an orifice in the gaseous propellant line.
 
By combining flow rate, inlet pressure, pressure drop and flowing gas
 
properties in the orifice flow equation (eq. (1)) the Flow Factor (product
 
of minimum orifice area and orifice coefficient) for the required valve can
 
be determined.
 
CdAt= 27 .82 P 2 k+ 1 () 
.
k
where: 

orifice coefficient
=
Cd 

'A =,minimum orifice area - in2
 t 

= gas flow rate - lb/sec
 
in. - lb 
R = gas constant for flowing media i - l
 lb - OR
 
T = gas temperature - OR
 
k = specific heat ratio of gas
 
P1 = inlet pressure - psia 
P2 = outlet pressure = P1 - AP - psia 
The Flow Factor is also indicative of the valve's physical size. A substan­
tial quantity of data exists which relates various valve types to the
 
equivalent orifice coefficient.
 
For the range of interest of this effort, Floi- Factor versus Inlet
 
Pressure is plotted in Figures II-i and 111-2 for oxygen and hydrogen
 
respectively. Shown on these plots are the locus of specific engine
 
thrust levels and O/F's within the range of interest. Similar type plots
 
can be easily derived for any combination of inlet pressure range, pressure
 
drop characteristic, flow iate and gaseous media.
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FLUID 
SUPPLY PRESSURE 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE 

FLOW RATE 

O/F 
VOLTAGE 

TEMPERATURE 

THRUST 

PRESSURE DROP 

CYCLE LIFE-

LEAKAGE 

TABLE III-I 
RANGE OF INTEREST 
GASEOUS HYDROGEN GASEOUS OXYGEN 
30 TO 400 PSIA 
400 SEC
 
.45 TO 225 PPS AT 30 PSIA .92 TO 4,63 PPS AT 30 PSIA
 
.40 TO 2.0 PPS AT 400 PSIA .80 TO 4,0 PPS AT 400 PSIA
 
2 TO 8 
18 TO 32 V D-C
 
200 TO 6600R 
500 TO 2500 LBF
 
3/20 X PINLET 0 - 100 PSIA 
8 +(7/i00) PINLET 100 -400 psia
 
200,000 CYCLES
 
< 200 SCCH AFTER 100,000 CYCLES
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111-2 Parametric Trade Off
 
Since many features of a valve design do not readily lend them­
selves to quantitative analysis, a comparison matrix technique is employed
 
to provide an objective approach to a problem involving judgment. The
 
approach chosen was to examine and segregate various valve designs into
 
the various functional elements which are essential to the over all per­
formance of the valve. For each function, the various alternate mechanisms,
 
devices or configurations were tabulated. This tabulation was compiled with
 
no consideration for limitations which might be imposed by pressure, or
 
valve size, since the purpose of the trade off was general, and over a wide
 
range of pressures and sizes.
 
Independent of the various alternative methods of performing a
 
function, a tabulation was prepared of the various characteristics of the
 
function. These characteristics were qualities which are essential to the
 
performance of the function which do not lend themselves to objective evalu­
ation. When considering a specific application wherein valve size and
 
operating pressure, and the total system is defined,additional character­
istics may be applicable and several of those listed in this report may
 
lend themselves to objective analysis.
 
Having compiled the characteristics and alternates tabulations,
 
a two dimensional matrix can be constructed for each function. The remain­
ing task, before performing the trade off, was to assign appropriate
 
weighting factors to each characteristic.
 
To establish weighting factors, the "emphasis curve" method was
 
employed. This method consists of a series of comparisons; the importance
 
of each characteristic for a particular function is compared individually
 
with each of the other characteristics of that function. The weighting
 
factor for each characteristic is determined by the number of times the
 
characteristic is regarded as more important than each of the other charac­
teristics of the function. Figure 111-3 illustrates the matrix method
 
whereby this is systematically accomplished. The characteristics are
 
listed sequentially both horizontally and vertically similar to a comparison
 
matrix used in decision modeling. Entering at the line of the first charac­
teristic and proceeding horizontally, characteristic No. 1 is in turn
 
compared to.each characteristic of the vertical columns,
 
on a one to one basis. Where the line characteristic is deemed more im­
portant than the column characteristic a value of 1 is placed at the inter­
section. Where the line characteristic is deemed less important than the
 
column characteristic, a zero value is entered at the intersection. When
 
the complete matrix has been evaluated and checked to be sure that the two
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intersections for each characteristic pairing (e.g. No. I to No. 2 and No. 2
 
to No. 1) do not contain identical values, the sums of the values of each
 
horizontal line are calculated. These sums represent the weighting factors
 
for each characteristic. The sum of the weighting factors should equal;
 
N (N-1) where N = the number of character­
2 istics within the function
 
Since this method will always result in one characteristic receiving a
 
weighting factor of zero, an arbitrary value of one is assigned this characteristic.
 
The evolved weighting factors were employed in the character­
istics-alternatives matrix for each of the functions. For each characteris­
tic the alternatives are examined. Each alternative is assigned a weight
 
between zero and the maximum weighting factor,which is a relative judgment
 
of that alternates ability to possess or demonstrate the characteristic of
 
that function. The more desirable the alternative, the higher the propor­
"tion of the maximum weighting factor. When the total matrix has been
 
evaluated, the scores of each alternate are compared by summing the assigned
 
values for each characteristic. The resultant scores represent figures of
 
merit for each alternative, upon which a selection may be made.
 
Tables III-TI through III-X present the trade off matrices for
 
the valves of this study effort. Functions and characteristics were chosen
 
on the basis of being totally independent of valve size, inlet pressure or
 
flowing media to assure applicability to the total range of interest.
 
On the basis of these trade off matrices a compilation of the
 
highest ranking alternatives was made (Table III-XI) to establish a prelimi­
nary estimate of the number of candidate valve configurations and define the
 
scope of the analytical effort. Additionally, specific design details or
 
elements could be identified and assessed relative to the state-of-the-art
 
required to meet the design goals.
 
With reference to Table III-Il, it must be noted that the fluidic
 
shut off which attained the highest figure of merit was not among the
 
selected details of Table III-XI. This exclusion was based upon the inability
 
of a fluidic device to meet the required leakage goal of less than 200 SCCH,
 
when considering the total range of interest (pressure and flow fator)..
 
111-3 State of the Art Review
 
With reference to Table III-X4 each candidate detail was examined
 
to assess its current status with respect to reliably performing its func­
tion over the range of interest of pressure, temperature, life cycle and
 
size requirements. Specific itemswherein additional investigation was
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WEIGHTING FACTOR DETERMINATION . EMPHASIS CURVE METHOD/SHUT OFF DEVICE 
Characteristic 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total Figure 
Characteristic of Merit 
1. Complexity - 1 2 
2. Stroke Required - - - - - - - 0* 
3. Force Required - 1 - - - I 
4. Cycle Life I I 1 - 1 1 1 6 
5. Dirt Sensitivity 1 1 1 - - - - 3 
6. Temperature Senser 1 1 1 - 1 1 5 
7. Dyn. Environment 1 1 1 1 - 4 
Sensitivity 
TOTAL 21
 
N 7 
N(N7 (6) 2 
2 2 
*Assign an arbitrary value of I
 
Figure 111-3
 
-ii­
TABLE l1-I 
VALVE - SRUT-Ofl DEVICE 
Maxdmm Points 
K Characteristic. 
(2) (1) (1) (6) (3) (5) (4) 
o 
.r- i 
0 
e 
0 ) 
4) 
d 
-
W 
>r 
Aln t v e p 0- ca Figure of Meri 
Poppet or Plug 2 1 1 5 2 4 3 18 
Gate or Blade 
Spool 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2. 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
21 
3a 
Butterfl 
Ball 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
4 
3 
3 
12 
17 
Diaph m or Boot 0 0 2 1 3 8 
Foidic 2 1 1 6 3 5 4 22 
aximum Points 

Characteristic
 
'Alternative 
Sliding Fit 

Flexure 

Ball Vushing 

Linkage 

TABLE III-III 
VALVE A GUIDANCE (uIrMER) 
(3) (6) (7) C-) (4) (It)4(8) (a) (2) 
C 
•)t 
4 
H' -ri '4 
02HC­ d 
0j 0 ' H 
mo .p 
____ 
,.,3 eiS. IqUp.± I 
__.Figure of Merit 
1 6 5 1 2 3 6 o 1 25 
3 3 6 a 4 4 8 2 1 32 
2 6 4 1 3 3 7 1 1 28 
1. 3 4 1 2 3 7 1 1 23 
TABLE III-IV 
VALVEl - GUJIhXICE (zIbAIU) 
Maximm Points 
'. Characteristic 
(2)(1 ) (2) 
4 
P4n 
4 
0 6 
exureI 
Alternative 
BalBeaxing 
Bushing 
SflBding Pit 
Flexure 
to 
1 
0 
0 
2 
6 
6 
6 
2 
qF 
*-
5 
4 
5 
7 
'PSI 
w U 
1 
0) 
1 
2 
3 
a 
2 
4 
~ 
4 
3 
41 
5 
1 
0 
0 
1 
2 V4 
___PM 
1 
3..16 
1 
2 
Figure of Merit 
22 
19 
25 
VALVE 
TABLE Int-V 
-DYNMZC San (TMnAR ?I-MO:) 
Maxim= Points 
Characteristic 
(6) (5) (3) 
>,. 
4 
(x) (a) (2) (4) 
.4! 
4 
Alternativ 
Bellows 
Labyrinth 
Piston"Ring 
"Lbring" 
1"4 
5 
3 
4 
ij-
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
i 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 
3 
7 
.a) 
3 
4 
Figure of Merit 
21 
6 
18 
Diaphragm 3 1 1 1 0 0 7 14 
VALVE -
TABLE II!-VI 
DYNAIC SEAL (ROTAR) 
Maxiu Points 
Characteristic 
(3)I 
w-
-i i 
0 r , 
Alternative 
Bellows 
Labyrinth 
Metal Seal Ring 
"O-Ring" 
Diaphragm 
Torque Tube 
5 
1 
2 
4 
5 
5 
U 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
E-1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
'1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
Figure of Merit 
13 
9 
9 
ii 
31 
11 
TABLE Ifl-VII 
VALVE - STATIC SEAL 
Maxinm Points 
Characteristic 
C 
(i 
0 
o 
rr4 
1) 
., > 
o4 
() 
-HC 
2 
-'-.f 
R'(. 
Weld 5 4 i 1 3 2 16 
Formed Metal 
0-Ring 
labyrinth 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
11 
U1 
5 
TABLE III-VIII 
VALVE - SHUT-OFF SEAL 
Maximum Points 
" Characteristic 
(4) (1) (3) 
. 
(2) (1) 
3 
43 
CdC 
Alternative 
Hard 
Hard 
ed 
Ha 
a 
4 
0) 
430 
Zam-
0. (w M 0) Fiueo 
Fiur of 
ei 
Mei z 
0o 
Flat 
Cone 
Ball 
Labyrinth 
Compression 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-D 
6 
6 
5 
5 
Soft 
Press. Energized 
Load Compression 
Limited t 
3", 
4 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
O 
10 
10 
Dimensional.-
;Compression Limited 
2 0 2 1. 1 6 
TABLE 1.1-tIX 
'vALVE - SRUI-OF sEA AszGmmh1~? 
Maxdmuz Points (5) () (3) (4) (a) (7) (5) (2) 
Characteristic,'ie 
44, 
Cd 0 
AlternativeFloating ,\ 4 4 3 4 '0 Fgreo22 ei 
Flexue 5 2 
I-; 
4 0 
C) 0 
5 
2-H 
2 25 
Ball Joint 0 - ' 3 15 
TABLE III-X 
ACTUATOR TYPE 
Maximum Poitz 
Characteristic 
(4) (2) (4) (4) (1) (1) 
Q' 
S 
41 
o CO 
-
0 M 
oi k ( 0U 
Torque Motor 
Pneu. Act. 
B)0p 
Linear 
Rotary 
3 
4 
3 
3 0 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
4 
0 
1 
1 
0) 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
15 
ii 
Piezoelectric 
Magnetostrictive 
ElectroThemal 
Fludic 
Stored Energy 
2 
3 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
0 
4 
4 
0 
3 
2 
4 1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
o 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
09 
Fu0 
7 
7 
7 
10 
TABLE Ill-XI 
SEIECTED VALVE DETAIL CONFIGURATION CANDIDATES 
Function Selected Alternates 
Valve Shut-Off POPPET BALL 
Guidance Flexure Sliding BallBFlexure Ball Bearing 
Bushingflur 
Dynamic Seal Bellows "O-Ring" Bellows "0-Ring" 
Static Seal Weld Weld 
Shut-Off Seal (Hard) Flat (Soft) Lated (Soft) Load Limited 
Shut-Off Seal Flexure Floating Flexure Floating 
Alignment 
24 Possible Configurations 8 Possible Configurations 
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warranted were bellows and "O-ring" type seals. These elements were selected
 
on the basis of a lack of readily available information, covering the entire
 
range of interest, and a need to assess the most current status of
 
development and establish the required development necessary to fulfill the
 
requirements of the range of interest.
 
The state-of-the-art review was accomplished in two ways; a
 
literature search was conducted for documented experience applicable to the
 
range of interest; a direct request was made of the suppliers to provide
 
full range of capability information, and historical data on their component
 
which would be applicable to the range of interest.
 
The Marquardt Engineering Library indexes were screened for
 
references pertaining to bellows, seals, leakage and control components. A
 
listing of the technology reports reviewed and which rendered significant
 
impact on this study effort is presented in the Bibliography of this report
 
- (Section VI ). Numerous trade magazine articles were consulted but in 
general, lacked sufficient detail to provide a meaningful contribution to 
tie review. Technology reports provided tangible data for assessing develop­
ment status.
 
To compliment the information gleaned from the literature search
 
on the subject of bellows, an industry survey letter was prepared and sub­
mitted to twelve suppliers of metal bellows to the aerospace industry. This
 
survey requested capability information relative to applications within the
 
range of interest, including design characteristics and variables, and
 
specific historical data to substantiate design capability. The responses
 
to this survey were notably lacking in significant data, being primarily
 
general catalogues and die listings covering the size ranges available. One
 
supplier, Gardner Bellows Company of Van Nuys, California, did provide a
 
listing of aerospace application bellows they had fabricated. This tabula­
tion did include design criteria and traceability to the specif.ic program applica­
tion. This would have provided sufficient data to evaluate current capability
 
had other suppliers responded to the survey in a like manner. The paucity
 
of historical data can, perhaps, be explained by the usual remote subtier
 
relationship of the bellows supplier to the agency that ultimately tests
 
the component in which the bellows is used. The testing usually does not
 
provide specific bellows performance data other than an indication that
 
over all function of the tested hardware was acceptabile or unacceptable.
 
The bellows supplier, therefore, can only assume his product fully conformed
 
to the requirements if in the conduct of the tests, he can ascertain that
 
the required design loads were imposed. Often times, particularly in
 
aerospace applications, detailed test data is not made available to the sub­
tier suppliers and confirmation of design can only be assumed.
 
-22­
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The reponses of the bellows industry survey, though disconcerting,
 
did augment information obtained in the literature search sufficiently to
 
prepare several generalized design curves applicable to a portion of the
 
range of interest. These design curves are presented in Figures 111-4
 
through 111-9. Their range of application, based on review of available
 
data, is limited to flow factors of less than 7.5 in. and inlet pressures
 
of less than 100 psia. This limit is established as a boundary within
 
which metal bellows may be employed with a high degree of confidence of
 
meeting all requirements of the range of interest without taxing the cur­
rent state-of-the-art. The use of metal bellows in applications requiring
 
larger flow factors than 7.5 in? and/or pressures in excess of 100 psia
 
must be approached with caution and extensive analysis or demonstration
 
testing conducted before committing them to a final design.
 
Additional factors which must be analyzed in depth before
 
committing to a metal bellows design are:
 
a. 	The accelerations produced by the rapidly moving elements
 
generate high stress levels, particularly in the convolu­
tions at each end of the bellows, where these accelerations
 
reverse. These high stresses impose severe restrictions on
 
cycle life capability or require design compromises which
 
influence other bellows characteristics (spring rate
 
effective area stability and pressure resistance).
 
b. 	Thermal expansion and contraction of the bellows material
 
or material property changes with temperature reflect on
 
bellows performance characteristics.
 
In spite of the extensive analytical methods developed for the
 
design of metal bellows by Battelle Memorial Institute (Reference 11 of
 
Bibligoraphy), the design techniques for metal bellows are as numerous as
 
the suppliers. Each supplier has developed analytical techniques which are
 
based upon their own experience and methodology, relying heavily on empiri­
cal data. This lack of a common design approach makes valid design evalua­
tion,.by analytical techniques, impractical in most cases, and necessitates
 
extensive demonstration testing.
 
The literature search for data supporting the assessment of
 
'N-ring" type seal technology yielded substantial theoretical data on
 
interface requirements relative to types of leakage flow. In general,
 
these seals exhibit a common design approach; a formed metal spring is
 
jacketed with a soft material, the spring exerting a preload to force the
 
jacket material into intimate contact with interface surfaces. The major
 
burden of success of any and all seals is placed upon the proper treatment
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of interface surfaces. A high degree of refinement is essential to pro­
longed seal life since rms criteria for surface finish requirements are
 
totally inadequate. Particular attention must be paid to surface charac­
teristics such as waviness, lay, crystallinity and grain structure, and
 
cleanliness. In addition, the method of seal installation greatly influ­
ences reliability. The major emphasis should be placed on how the design
 
requirements are achieved, once a successful technique has been developed.
 
111-4 Analysis of Performance and Characteristics
 
The development of a comprehensive analytical program to confi­
dently predict performance of valve designs and estimate their physical
 
characteristics represents a major portion of this study effort. The
 
approach taken was to create a method which would be of value to both the
 
system designer and the valve designer. To this end, a generalized ap­
proach to the analysis program was formulated. Each valve design can be
 
divided into two elements; the shut off device, which is the fluid control
 
element, and the actuator, whidh provides necessary force/stroke inputs
 
to the moving component(s) of the shut off device. The interface between
 
the shut off device and the actuator cafi be characterized by force, stroke
 
and time. Shut off device performance is a function of the fluid flow
 
properties desired and actuator performance is established by available
 
power source criteria. A total valve performance prediction can be made
 
when the shut off device force-stroke-time input requirements equal the
 
force-stroke-time output of the actuator. Both shut off devices and ac­
tuators can be characterized by the nature of their motion - linear or
 
rotary. This characterization is illustrated in Table III-XII. Having
 
thus reduced the valves to basic elements, the analytical procedure was
 
developed to establish compatible shut off device/actuator interfaces for
 
the various combinations of the elements. A general flow diagram for the
 
analysis program is shown in Figure III-10. The scope of the analytical
 
program, described herein, has been limited to the two types of shut off
 
devices and four types of actuators shown in Figure III-10. This results
 
in capability to analyze a total of eight different valve configurations
 
over the total range of interest.
 
In depth force balance analyses were developed for each element.
 
To facilitate the preparation of parametric data over the total range of
 
interest,specific assumptions had to be made about each element to yield
 
data. These assumptions are classified as Configuration Criteria (Refer­
ence Figure III-10) and reflect specific design practices normally employed
 
in valve design. Specific values used were selected on the basis of past
 
experience, at TMC, in the design of valves for similar type applications.
 
For a specific application, these criteria may be iterated to determine
 
impact on valve performance.
 
The development of the specific analyses for each element is
 
described in detail in the following subsections.
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VALVE ELEMENT - MOTION CHARACTERIZATION 
MOTION TYPE : LINEAR OTARY 
Shut Off Device 
:1 
Poppet 
Plug 
Gate 
Sliding Spool 
Blade 
Ball 
Butterfly 
Swing Flapper 
fDiaphragm or Boot 
Actuator 
Cylinder 
Solenoid 
Piezoelectric 
Magnetostrictive 
Thermal Expansion 
Linear Motor 
Torque Motor 
Electrical Motor 
Hydraulic or 
Pneumatic Motor 
Inertia Wheel 
-31­
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Figuere 111-10 
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II-4 A. Shut Off Device Performance
 
III-4A - 1. Linear Motion - With reference to the schematic drawing 
of Figure III-li, the linear motion shut off device is analyzed as a bal­
anced poppet valve. The required poppet preload is assumed to be externally 
applied either by the actuator or by a spring. 
For the linear motion shut off exhibiting a flow path similar
 
to that of Figure III-ll, an equivalent orifice coefficient (Cd) of .65
 
is a valid assumption. Applying this coefficient (Cd) to the flow factor
 
(CdAt), it is possible to calculate At, the minimum cross sectional flow
 
area. If this is assumed to occur at the valve seat, then the nominal
 
valve seat can be expressed by equation (2);
 
Ds= CdAt (2)
 
.65 X
 
When the poppet is withdrawn to open the valve, its stroke(s) must be suf­
ficient to provide an annular flow area across the seat at least equal to
 
At . Therefore,
 
and S = Ds
irDs X S cos 0 4 4 cos 9 (3)
 
With the valve in the closed position, some tolerance exists as to what
 
exact seat seal diameter is effective, and also how well pressure balanced
 
the valve remains. From past practical experience a seat land width of .010
 
is assumed and pressure balancing to a tolerance of + 3% of the seat area is
 
selected. A nominal seat preload of 5 lb/circumferential inch is a prac­
tical factor for both soft and hard seat configurations, resulting in a
 
seat bearing stress of 500 psi on a .010 wtde seat land.
 
Assuming the valve is to be operated in a maximum accelera­
tion field of 10 g's, the required valve force to effect opening can be
 
defined by the sum of the worst case conditions defined above:
 
= 5 l'in. (irDs) + Pl r, £(Ds + .010)2 _ .97 Ds2 ] + Mv [20 + a] (4) 
Where Fv = required valve force - lb
 
Ds = seat diameter - inches (See Equation 2)
 
PI = inlet pressure - psia
 
Mv = mass of moving component - lbf
 
a = acceleration of moving component - g's
 
Two elements of Equa. (4) must be defined in order to solve for Fv. If it
 
is assumed that poppet stroking is at constant acceleration, Fv remains
 
constant and the acceleration can be expressed as:
 
-33­
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2s
 
a - 386.4 t gs 	 (5) 
where 	s valve stroke - inches 
t = time to travel full stroke(s) - seconds 
To complete the solution (My) the moving component mass must be defined.
 
To this end, several linear motion shut off device valve designs were
 
reviewed and additional layouts made to cover the range of flow factors
 
(CdAt). Weight estimates were made for the moving elements based upon
 
stainless steel construction, and plotted as a function of flow factor. A
 
first order fit equation reasonably approximated the characteristic and was
 
adoped as a valid estimate (Reference Figure 111-12)
 
At 1.66 (6)
 
1V85
 
Substituting equation (5) and (6) into Equation (4), the required valve
 
force for a linear motion shut off device design can be expressed as a
 
function of flow factor (CdAt), inlet pressure (Pl) and allowable motion
 
time (t0 as:
 
CdAt ="t 16 
F = 5"+ + PI;L( q.51 + 0.010) - .97 ' t+ .6>185
 
20(cos 9)386.4 Z(20 +2 (o .51 t)(7) 
For the purposes of this parametric study a flat seat design (9 = 900) was
 
assumed and required valve force calculated for 7 flow factors (CdAt),
 
5"pressures (PI) and 6 allowable motion times (t). The calculations, which
 
are tabulated in Table III-XI were carried out on the APL computer terminal
 
at TMC. A graphic presentation of this data is shown in Figures 111-13
 
through 111-18. Figure 111-19 graphically presents the relationship between
 
motion time (t), flow factor (CdAt) and moving component acceleration
 
To facilitate the analysis, it is assumed that the calculated Fv,
 
applied constantly, will effect full opening. Increase in preload due to
 
compression of springs is equal to the reduction in pressure unbalance force
 
as down stream pressure builds up, both being proportional to stroke.
 
III-4A - 2. Rotary Motion - Of the rotary motion valve types, the ball
 
valve represents a valid configuration for the total range of pressures and
 
flow factors of the range of interest. For the purpose of the parametric
 
analysis a ball shut off consisting of a hollow spherical ball requiring 900
 
rotationwas analyzed. This configuration is shown in Figure 111-20.
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For straight through, essentially unobstructed flow passages
 
common in most rotary motion shut off devices, an equivalent orifice flow
 
coefficient (Cd) of .90 is assumed. For any value of flow factor (CdAt),
 
the minimum'cross sectional flow area (At) can be caldulated.
 
Assuming a nominal seal preload of 5 Ib/circumferiential
 
inch, a seat land width of .030, constant angular acceleration, and negli­
gible drag due to the shaft seal and shaft bearings, the required valve
 
torque (Tv) can be expressed as:
 
={5 ITDs + P1 R [(D. + .03)2 - (Ds)2 ff+(8) 
Where Ds = nominal seat diameter - inches
 
P1 = 	inlet pressure - psia
 
f -	coefficient of friction between seat seal and
 
moving component
 
= effective moment arm length seal to axis of
 
rotation - inches
 
=
Ixx	 moment of inertia of rotating component about
 
axis of rotation - in.-lb-sec
2
 
l = 	 angular acceleration of rotating component ­
2

radians/sec

By definition, the flow passage minimum flow area shall be CdAt With
 
Cd
 
reference to Figure 111-2, the seat inside diameter is .1 larger than the
 
minimum flow passage diameter and for a .030 wide seat land, the nominal
 
seat diameter can be expressed as:
 
Ds = t + .13 	 (9)
 
.9 X 4
 
The coefficient of friction between the seal material and the ball is esti­
mated at .1, equal to teflon against well finished steel. It is anticipated
 
that seal interface surfaces will be super finished in the actual application.
 
The effective moment arm length from seat seal interface to
 
axis of rotation V) and rotating component moment of inertia (Ixx) are
 
functions of the physical dimensions of the ball. To assure adequate over­
-lap of the seat seal in the open aBd closed position, the maximum diameter
 
of the seat seal is defined as 2 ( B cos 45O). Using previous developed 
values, 
DB = 
OdAt 
Cd 7 + .16 ( 0 
C4 (10) 
.707 
Where DB = ball outside diameter - inches 
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Having established a relationship for the ball diameter (DB), the effective
 
moment arm from the axis of rotation to the seal nominal diameter can be
 
calculated. To simplify this expression and to add an element of conserva­
tism to the analysis a simplified relationship was chosen where:
 
DB 1(I
 
exact relationship for more refined analysis would be
 
-=.I 2%[ (.707 2 l) j
[The
2
 
To simplify the determination of the moment of inertia of the
 
rotating component, it is assumed to be a hollow sphere. The contributions
 
of the flow passage liner and the mounting shafts are ignored but a con­
servative wall thickness estimate is used to cover potential error of this 
- assumption. The assumed wall thickness is defined as: 
w = .090 + .02 (DB) (12)
 
Where w = wall thickness - inches
 
DB 
= ball diameter - inches
 
Employing equation (12) and previous relationships for dimensions of the
 
ball, and assuming stainless steel construction
 
= .00123 [.16 / -
.707 + .023 (13)xx .41 

Assuming constant angular acceleration and a "stroke" of 900 to cycle from
 
open to closed, 
7T RAD 
- (14) 
where t - allowable motion time - seconds
 
Combining the functions of Equations (9) through (14) into Equation (8),
 
the required valve torque is defined in terms of flow factor (CdAt), inlet
 
pressure (PI) and allowed motion time (t) only:
 
FdA;t + .16 r U '*i WK 
S .417Lt 'A + .162 
TV 1.414.707+ .13 - .707 -P1 
T[1' 
r dAtPj .A00123 .707 .16 - .8~ 03(15)
.707 0'+[K 1) 
+ i
1.414 
-50-0
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A presentation of data resulting from solving Equation (15)
 
for 7 flow factors (CdAt), 5 pressures (PI) and 6 allowable motion times
 
(t) is in tabular form in Table IiI-XIV and graphical form in-Figures
 
111-21 through 111-26. For reference only, the relationship-betweet-flow"
 
factor (CdAt),.and ball diameter and ball masslare.tshown in-Figures Iii-27
 
and-ll1-28.
 
111-4 B. Actuator Performance
 
Of the numerous actuator types av4ilable (Reference Table
 
I1-IX), the-solenoid, torque motor and linear'pneumatic cylinder appeared
 
most promising and inherently reliable for the anticipated mission:' The
 
potential for an onboard hydraulic system existed and a linear hydraulic
 
cylinder was added as a potential alternate for further analysis. Each
 
actuator type was analyzed on the basis of a single design configuration for
 
each type. The selected design configuration is not necessarily the-optimum
 
cdnfiguratton for the total range of interest. .
 
1lI-4B 1. Solenoid - Several solenoid design configurations are
 
available which result in force-stroke characteristics similar to-tho§e
 
tequired for the linear motion shut off devices. Of these configurations,'
 
Wflat face plunger configuration was chosen for analysis. With reference
 
to'Figure 111-29, the solenoid analysis program is developed. 
­
For'a flat faced plunger solenoid using 400 series corrosion
 
resistant steel as the core material, an operating flux density of 8 kil6­
gaiiis assumed. The force generated is express6d as:
 
B2
FA /4 DA2 (16) 
A 1.73 (6 
Where FA = total force developed - lbs 
= 
DA armature diameter .- in.
 
B = operating flux density = 8 kilogauss
 
The total force developed is the sum of the useful output force and the
 
f6rce necessary to accelerate the solenoid's moving mass. Using a plunger
 
_ of 1.25,
 
/. 2s + 20
 
DA3 2FA = Fv + P1.25 - ,k8.4t ) . "- (17)-
Where FA = total force developed - lb
 
SFv = useful output force - lb
 
P = density of moving mass material - ,.283 lblin' 
a = stroke - in. 
t = allowed motion time - seconds­
-51­
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Combining equations (16) and (17)
 
DA2 B27T/4 Fv+ I s(8
1.73 N DA] 1.25 ( .4t2 + 20 
In terms of valve operation, Equation (18) is solved for armature diameter
 
PA)for any combination of required valve force (rv), stroke (s) and allowed
 
motion time (t).
 
Coil sizing is then estimated for the operating condition
 
by:
 
1 0 3 NI 1.25 X 2.02 [Hiron iron + X X (s + .01)] (19) 
Where NI = ampere turns in coil - ampere turns
 
H = magneto motive force to drive iron to flux density
 
of B - Oerstad
 
iron = length of iron path - inches
 
B and s are previously defined
 
A reasonable estimate of the iron path length of 5.5 X DA is made, and for a
 
4Q0 series corrosion resistant steel core operating at-8 kilogauss, an H of
 
10 oerstad is conservative. Equation (19) can then be solved for NI.
 
For operation at minimum supply voltage and maximum temperature,
 
-the pull in current is defined as
 
Ipull in R (20)
 
c max. temp.
There Ipdll in = pull in current - amps 
R = coil resistance at maximum temperature - ohms 
With an operating temperature range of 200;R to 660'R, alloy 30 wire was
 
selected for the coil winding to minimize resistance change with temperature.
 
This will result in more repeatable response over the temperature range.
 
Defining maximum electrical power at ambient temperature (530 0R) and 32 V d-c
 
the coil resistance at 530'R is defined as:
 
R 322 (21) 
c 530R W(
 
where W = maximum electrical power - watts
Re 530 = coil resistance at 530 0 R - ohms
 
For alloy 30 wire the coil resistance at the maximum operating temperature
 
(6600 R) is:
 
(22)
c 660-R = 1 i X re30'-' 
and substituting int& Equation (19)
 
(S + .01)]NI - = 2.02 X 1.25 [ 55 DA 8000 
c Ipull in 18
 
321
1., 

W
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>-Where N 	 number of turns in coil windings

c 
The time required to reach the pull in current in an inductive­
resistive circuit such as a solenoid can now be defined. The time constant
 
of the circuit can be calculated from the above determined terms as:
2 
-3.19 	 X 10 3 V DA2 Nc (23) 
)105 	(Rc at temp - X 1.25 s 
Where L inductance (henries) - seconds - time to achieve 63.2% 
R 	 resistance (ohms)
 
of steady state current draw
 
Since the current rise-time characteristic of an inductive/resistive circuit
 
is an exponential function of the circuit time constant (LIR) and the steady
 
state current, 	the time required for the solenoid current to build up to
 
the 	required pull in current is expressed as;
 
- in (1- ull-ii X &at temp) (24) 
Vat temp in B 
-Where tI = time to pull in - seconds 
E = applied voltage - volts d-c 
A tabulation of calculated data obtained for 4 flow factors
 
(CdAt), 4 pressures (PI), 6 allowable motion times (t) and 4 electrical
 
power levels (W) is shown in Table III- V. It must be noted that signifi­
cant delay times are predicted for the solenoid actuators for the specific
 
applications analyzed. This delay is the result of the relatively long
 
strokes required, which necessitate large numbers of windings (Nc) to generate
 
sufficient magnetomotive force. Coils with large numbers of turns are
 
characterized by slow rates of current build up, hence, long delays. The
 
magnitude of the delays calculated are generally too long for this applica­
tion. 'Therefore, either solenoid actuator strokes must be limited to no
 
greater than .100 inch or an alternate solenoid configuration must be
 
analyzed if reasonably acceptable electrical delays are to be achieved.
 
III-4B 2. Pneumatic Cylinder - The performance analysis is based upon
 
a simple double acting cylinder. Cylinder operation is defined, to establish
 
an analytical base, as follows; to open, the opening chamber is pressurized
 
while the closing chamber, which is unpressurized, is vented to ambient;
 
to effect closing, the opening chamber is vented to ambient while the
 
closing chamber is pressurized. FigureII-30 presents a schematic drawing
 
'of the pneumatic cylinder actuator and defines specific characteristics
 
employed in the analysis.
 
The 	total force developed by the actuator is the sum of the
 
output force (Fv) and the force required to accelerate the moving mass of the
 
actuator. Assuming constant acceleration, consistent with previous analyses,
 
and 	assuming the required total force is developed with choked flow across
 
the 	pneumatic supply-orifice;
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D 3F .52'P 7T 2 +# 2s + 20) (26)
A auxl. 4p V 16 p \86.4t23 
Where FA = total force developed - lbs 
=P aux. pneumatic supply pressure - psia 
piston diameter - in. 
FV = required output force - b3 
p = density of piston material - lb/in. 
S = stroke - in. 
t = allowable motion time - seconds 
and assumes that
This relationship assumes the piston thickness to be ­
the piston rod areas and masses are negligible. The .52 coefficient of
 
Pauxl. is representative of the critical flow pressure ratio for any of
 
the candidate pneumatic gases (hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen or helium).
 
From this relationship the required piston diameter (D ) can be calculated
 
for any set of values of the other variables. -
For a specific allowed motion time (t), the pneumatic supply
 
orifice must be sized such that the required opening chamber pressure is
 
maintained, resulting in constant force generation. For choked flow through
 
an orifice, the volumetric flow rate is expressed by:
 
k -p \2/k P k+l 
27.82 (CdAt)o Psuppy - L -- - - k7) 
p Pauxl. auly. (p7 
15
 in3
 
Where 9 = volumetric flow rate - in.3/sec
 
(CdAt)o = flow factor of supply orifice - in.
 
p = density of pneumatic media at standard
 
- lb/in.3
 conditions 

R = gas constant of pneumatic media - in.-lb/lb 0R
 
T = temperature of. gas - OR
 
k = specific heat ratio of pneumatic gas
 
P = pressure down stream of orifice -(cylinder pressure)
 
psia
 
Since the cylinder piston moves at constant acceleration the maximum flow
 
rate occurs at the end of the stroke and:
 
72
Df 2s 
Qmax. - t (28) 
Combining Equations (27) and (28), the required supply orifice flow factor
 
(CdAt)o can be derived for choked flow
 
iDp2 
(- 5 2 7 T(CdAt)o =l X t 27.82+Ef(- 5 2 )21k- (29)k+l 
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With the cylinder piston in the valve closed position and
 
assuming an initial opening chamber volume equal to that of .010 head end
 
piston clearance, the time required to charge this volume to the pressure
 
necessary to initiate motion (required output force), can be
 
determined. Since relatively short times are anticipated, adiabatic
 
charging of this volume is assumed and:
 
12
1 2p Tt .0101 PP (3)
 
tl = k C1 (CdAt)o 
R / T Pauxl.
 
where 	 t = time to charge to required pressure -sec
 
CI = constant of pneumatic media
 
P = required cylinder pressure to initiate motion =
 
.52 P auxl. - psia
 
Substituting values derived in Equations (26) and (29) into Equation (30) 
(l2s 4 3 = /4 - ( 52)2k k+l 1 
2 0 1E7j7 Iqk )2/
.2782t IFv ++ 
2L \ _86.4t ) 4 (.42 (31) 
k Ci 1 S F R 
For the candidate pneumatic gases, the various constants and properties are
 
tabulated as follows:
GsRin.-ib 	 - 3b/n
 
Gas 	 k b R Cl P-lb/n. 
6
 
Hydrogen 1.40 9190 .141 3.06 x 10-

Oxygen 1.40 - 577 .560- 48.6 x 10-6 
6
662 .523 42.8 x 10-
Nitrogen 1.40 

Helium 1.66 4630 .210 5.95 x 10-6
 
The determination of the closing pneumatic delay is a more
 
complex task, since simultaneous venting and charging of the cylinder volumes
 
is occurring. The following performance analysis is based upon having equal
 
supply orifice flow factors (CdAt)o for the two cylinder volumes. Also,
 
it is assumed that piston-head clearance is .010 inch. Since the piston
 
diameter (Dp) and supply orifice flow factor (CdAt)o were derived during the
 
opening analysis the force balance at incipient closing motion is expressed
 
by: 
% +2 p ( 2 0 + 2s 
FA D P CPo)Fv 4 4 \ 386.4t/) (32) 
where 	 Pc pressure on closing side of piston - psia
 
Po = pressure on opening side of piston - psia
 
Fvc= required output force to effect clo'ing - lb
 
t =.allowed motion time for closing - seconds
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The required output force to effect closing is derived for 
the particular application and the pressure differential across the cylinder 
piston (Pc ' Pc) can be calculated. Since the charging and venting of the 
cylinder volumes is simultaneous, the time to charge the closing volume to 
Pc is equal to the time to vent the opening volume to Po. Assuming adiabatic 
charging and venting: 
IT 2 
t Dp (s + .010) -- 1 
-k C1 (CdAt)o R V2-Idk- LC uP ) )~ 
(.010) Pc
 
k C1 (CdAt)o R VT- Tsupply 
Where all terms are as previously defined. From Equation (32) 
the total force developed (FA) is known and
 
= Pc Po + 
'17 - Dp22 
Substituting this into Equation 33 and combining terms:
 
a+ .010 CA 2 0 -010 upply k- -I34 (3i"4)+ Po) 
Psupply - 2o 
This relationship can be solved-for Po, for any set of variables for the
 
application. The derived Po is substituted into Equation (33)-and the
 
closing delay time (t2) solved. The validity of the solution must be
 
checked by solving for Pc and establishing that choked flow at the closing
 
chamber supply orifice exists at the time of incipient closing motion
 
-ux. .52). If choked flow is not verified a more complex analysis
 
aixi.
 
is required which considers critical and subcritical flow. For the sample
 
data points of this program critical flow was verified and the development
 
of the more complex analysis method was not undertaken.
 
For the 7 flow factors (CdAt), 6 allowable motion times (t),
 
and 5 inlet pressures (P,) a tabulation of pneumatic cylinder actuator,
 
data for the linear motion shut off device is presented in Table III-XVI
 
Data was calculated for pneumatic pressures of 1500 psia and 3000 psia as
 
well as the shut off device inlet pressures, for a pneumatic media of oxygen.
 
Figures 111-31 through 111-36 present design curves for determing piston
 
diameters required as a function of required output force (Fv), pneumatic
 
pressure (Pauxl ) and required acceleration (2s/386.4 t2), and Figure 111-37
 
is a design curve for determining opening pneumatic delay (tl) as a function
 
of acceleration GJ-2) and allowable motion time (t). Table III-XVII 
gives correction factors for the pneumatic opening delay time (tl) for the
 
pneumatic media used.
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I1-4B 3. Hydraulic Cylinder - A double acting cylinder identical to
 
that assumed for the pneumatic cylinder actuator analysis is the basis for
 
the hydraulic cylinder analysis. All assumptions and nomenclature are
 
identical with the exception of the supply orifice pressure ratio at time of
 
incipient motion. For a hydraulic system, a cylinder pressure of 80% of
 
the supply pressure is assumed at time of motion. For purposes of the data
 
generated, a hydraulic fluid with a specific gravity of 1.0 relative to
 
water was assumed and viscosity affects are considered negligible.
 
Assuming rod areas and masses are negligible, the force
 
balance at the time of incipient motion is:
 
AF= 4 D0 + 386.4 t2 ) = .8 auxl. - ( 
Deriving the piston diamter (Dp), the maximum volumetric flow rate at the
 
end of the stroke can be determined by:
 
Dp2 2s in( 
4 P sec (36) 
With the maximum volumetric flow rate established, the supply orifice flow
 
factor (CdAt)o can be derived from:
 
Q
- 2 
(CdAtdo =6430 /.2Pauxl. in. (37)
 
The hydraulic opening delay is the time required to fill and pressurize the
 
cylinder volume to 80% of the supply pressure. Since an incompressible
 
fluid is assumed, pressurization is instantaneous once the volume has been
 
filled. Assuming a .010 inch piston head clearance and a hydraulic line
 
volume, downstream of the supply orifice equal to .015 inch of piston head
 
clearance, the hydraulic delay time can be calculated from:
 
()Dp2
= ) (.025)fatrfoqaio (3)-n.tl = (CAt)
° X 6430 auxl. 
=where (CdAt)o supply orifice flow factor fromEquation (37) - in ­
tI = hydraulic opening delay time - seconds 
For an incompressible hydraulic fluid it can be assumed, with
 
reasonable validity, that the closing hydraulic delay will be equal to the
 
opening hydraulic delay (tl = t2).
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For the sample points within the range of interest (7 flow
 
factors, 5 inlet pressures and 6 allowable motion times) hydraulic actuator
 
data is tabulated in Table III-XVIII for hydraulic supply pressures of 1500
 
and 3000 psia. Design curves for determining piston diamter (Dp) and
 
hydraulic delay time (tI = t2) as a function of required output force (Fv),
 
2s

acceleration qo.-- - !and allowable motion time (t) are plotted in Figures 
111-38 and IIt- or he assumptions stated in this discussion. 
III-4B - 4. Torque Motor - A torque motor with a rotary output and 
having a configuration similar to that shown in Figure 111-40 was the basis of 
the analysis described herein. The relationships used to define torque 
motor performance and characteristics were developed on the basis of data 
offered by Magnetic Technology, Inc. of Canoga Park, California, a recog­
nized supplier of special application torque motors to the aerospace industry. 
The configuration of the torque motor to which this analysis
 
applies is shown in Figure 111-40. The peak torque capability of a motor
 
is a function of the physical dimensioris.and is expressed as:
 
2 
Tpeak = 2.375 DA X (- .25) (39) 
where Tpeak = peak torque - in. lb
 
DA = armature outside diameter -in.
 
= armature length - in.
 
This peak torque must equal the sum of the required output torque plus the
 
torque necessary to accelerate the rotating element of the motor.
 
2
Tpeak = Tv + Ixx = .375 DA (2 .25) (40) 
where TV = required output torque - in. lb 2 
x = moment of inertia of rotating element - in. lb sec 
CO = angular acceleration - RAD/sec 
From previous torque motor designs fabricated and tested by
 
Magnetic Technology, an armature inside diameter of 80% of the outside
 
diameter is a reasonable proportion. The armature contains the windings
 
and commutator ring and average densities of this element are of tl~e order
 
of .21 lb/in. The moment of inertia of the armature (rotating element)
 
then becomes:
 
4 
= UtA. (.59 DA ) (41)Ixx 58900
 
Assuming constant acceleration and 90' of rotation to cycle from open to
 
closed or closed to open, the expression for peak torque (Equation 41) can
 
be rewritten as:
 
7T2
 
Tpeak = 2.375 DA2 (.1- .25) = Tv + -t .10.03 X 10-6 DA4-, (42) 
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Power density within the armature coil windings impose another limitation.
 
From previous designs, the relationship between peak torque power and motor
 
physical characteristics is defined as:
 
W = 33 (t- .25) + 12 DA (43) 
where W = power at peak torque - watts*
 
Since power is defined at 32 V d-c and 700 F and motor opera­
tion is required at 18 V d-c and 200 0F. Assuming that the motor armature
 
coil windings are of copper wire, Equation (43), revised to the worst case
 
operating condition becomes:
 
.433 W = 33 (-1- .25) + 12 DA (44) 
For each combination of maximum power (DO and an assumed motor
 
length Ct) Equation (44) is employed to calculate armature diameter (DA).
 
The resultant combination of armature diameter (DA) and motor length ()
 
are utilized in Equation (42) to calculate torque output (Tv).
 
Torque motors, by design, have inherently small electrical
 
time constants. The low self inductance results in the achievement of peak
 
torque within a very short period of time after application of current. For
 
torque motors within the scope of this analysis a rise time to peak torque
 
of 2 milliseconds is assumed. For an application wherein a more refined
 
estimate of response time is desired, a more rigorous analysis should be
 
performed. This more refined analysis would include consideration for
 
optimizing operating flux density and the number of magnetic poles in addi­
tion to a more refined output characteristic analysis.
 
Since the analytical approach is not consistent with the
 
previous actuator analyses, in that the.required output (Tv) is calculated
 
from other factors rather than being employed as an input to determine the
 
actuator factors, the data tabulation as shown in Table III-XIX does not
 
relate directly to the sample flow factors (CdAt) and inlet pressures (PI)
 
within the range of interest. To facilitate the use of this data and to
 
-relate it to a specific application (Tv) Figures 111-41 through 111-46 
present design curves wherein output torque (Tv) versus allowable motion 
time (t) is plotted as a function of maximum electrical power (W) and motor 
length (A). 
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111-40 Shut-off Device/Actuator Interface Performance Considerations
 
. Uniting an actuator with a shut-off device to 
constitute a valve
 
configuration requires some consideration for interface effects on per­
formance. Since the ultimate valve design will integrate these elements
 
into one package it was assumed that where the actuator output character­
istic (linear or rotary) is identical with the required input character­
istic to the shut-off device (linear or rotary), 100% efficiency is
 
accomplished at the interface. In a design wherein motion conversion is
 
required (linear to rotary or vice versa) to accomplish total valve
 
function, 90% efficiency results. Mathematipally, the relationship is:
 
T = .90 (F Y) (45)
2
 
v v 
where T = required torque to operate rotary motion shut-off device--in.lb.
 
v 
Fv = output force of linear motion actuator -- in. 
s = stroke of linear motion actuator -- in. 
and 
.9(T ) = F - (46) 
v v2
 
where T = torque output of rotary motion actuator -- in.lb.
v 
FV required force to operate linear motion shut-off device -- lbs
 
v 
s = stroke of linear motion shut-off device -- in. 
These relationships are consistent with the previous assumptions of 900
 
rotary motion to effect opening or closing.
 
- To include a consideration for motion time (t) and facilitate 
the preparation of useful design curves, the linear motion element stroke
 
and allowable motion time are combined into the dimensionless quantity
 
for acceleration.
 
accleration (a) - 2s 
386.4t2 - t2 
Sulstituting this quantity into Equations (45) and (46) results in:
 
=F x 86.94 a t2 (47)

V v 
for a rotary motion shut-off (T ) operated by a linear motion actuator
 
v
(F) and 
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T F x 107.3 t2 a (48)
 
V - V 
Vfor a linear motion shut-off (F") operated by a rotary motion (T) actuator.
 
Design curves of these relationships are presented in Figures IIY747 and
 
111-48.
 
III-4D Physical Characteristics
 
During the development of the analyses to predict performance of
 
the shut-off devices and actuators specific dimensional characteristics of
 
each element were determined and employed as transfer functions in solving
 
for performance parameters.' To make reasonable estimates of the weight and
 
volume characteristics, the dimensions were employed as well as considera­
tions for the assumed configurations. Additional supportive data was
 
generated by a concurrent conceptual design effort. This conceptual design
 
effort was done without the benefit of the developed parametric performance
 
analysis program. Rather, specific valve concepts were developed for se­
lected flow factors (CdAt) and inlet pressures (PI) within the range of
 
interest to document several unique packaging concepts. These layouts also
 
served as a basis for determining the relationship between flow factor (OdAt)
 
-and moving mass. These designs and discussion of them is found in Section
 
III-4E of this report.
 
As in the development of the analysis program for performance pre­
diction, the approach taken to develop physical characteristic parametric
 
data was to consider a valve to consist of a shut-off device and an
 
actuator, and developanalysis programs for each element.
 
111-4 Linear Motion Shut-off Device
 
D-I
 
With reference to Figure 111-49, the linear motion shut-off device
 
was assumed to be a coaxial flow balanced poppet configuration. For the
 
coaxial configuration the annular flow area must be at least equal to the
 
minimum flow area allowed in the valve. Allowing a 10% margin on this area,
 
relative to the minimum, the maximum flow passage diameter can be defined in
 
terms of the seat diameter (Ds) or the flow factor (d A t) as:
 
CA'
 
Do = s = .1 t (49)o = 121 
46C
 
where D0 = maximum flow passage diameter -- in. 
D = nom. seat diameter -- in. 
s 
Cd = equiv. orifice coef. = .65 for linear motion shut-off
 
= flow factor -- in
2 
CdAt 
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Having established the inside diameter ot the pressure vessel (D)
 
the wall thickness (w) is determined by the operating pressure range, and0
 
stress limits of the material of construction. Based on hoop stress at 2.5
 
times the inlet pressure, wall thicknesses (w) were determined for several
 
flow factors (CdAt) and inlet pressures (PI) at the extremes of the range
 
of interest. This analysis showed that required wall thicknesses ranged
 
from .003 to .030 inches. In the interest of conservative prediction, a
 
constant wall thickness of the pressure vessel of .075 inches was selected.
 
Pressure vessel O.Do hence maximum envelope diameter thus became a function
 
of seat diameter (D.) or flow factor (CdAt) only.
 
= oMax. Envelope Diameter D +.15 2 1 _$-_) + .15 (50)K
•\v d/
 
Overall length was broken down into elements related to seat dia­
meter (Ds) or flow factor (CdAt) as shown in Figure 111-49. A length to
 
diameter ratio for the balance mechanism of 1,25 was assumed adequate to
 
assure alignment. An allowance of .250 inches for the inlet and outlet
 
interfaces was selected and additional length allowed for the moving element
 
stroke. The .250 inch inlet and outlet interface allowances were judged to
 
be sufficiently generous to accommodate the contribution of the seat seal
 
holder and inlet diffuser length and the overall envelope length relation­
ship was defined as:
 
rdl
= .50 + 1.3125 D = .50 + 1.3125 V t (51) 
s 
 VlC
 
4d
 
To predict element weight, the configuratioi geometry was simplified.
 
The pressure vessel was considered to be a tubular section of length, ,
 
(Equation 51) outside diameter of the maximum envelope diameter (Eq. 50)
 
and inside diameter Do (Eq. 49). The internal elements volume of material
 
were considered to be two times the volume ot the moving element. From
 
prior analysis, the moving element mass, hence material volume, relation­
ship to flow factor (CdAt) had been defined. The weight prediction thus
 
becomes:
 
CdA \2 
 CdA
 
WT. 2.1 1-t + .15 (2.1
44 d 
 4
 
50 + 1.3125 OdAt +2 d (52) 
] 52.72\F24Cd 
where p = density of material of construction -- lb/in 
-117­
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Design curves presenting envelope dimensions and element weight as
 
a function of flow factor (CdAt) are plotted in Figures 111-50 and 111-51,
 
respectively. The weight prediction is based upon 100% use of the material
 
of construction noted.
 
III-4D-2 Rotary Motion Shut-Off Device 
The ball valve configuration is considered representative of the
 
rotary motion shut-off device. Figure 111-52 defines the.basic configuration
 
and notation employed in the physical characteristics analysis.
 
Assume the basic housing, exclusive of inlet and outlet fittings
 
and shaft bearing housings is equivalent to a spherical shell surrounding the
 
ball, with a 0.15 inch wall thickness and a 0.100 diametral clearance with
 
the rotating element. End fittings are assumed to be 0.25 thick flanges of
 
a diameter equal to the ball diameter. The bearing housings have 0.15 walls;
 
have a sum total length of 0.1 x ball diameter and have ID = 0.1 DB + 0.2 and
 
OD = 0.1 DB + 0.5. The sum total of the volumes of the assumed elements of
 
the housing is expressed as:
 
LB-+ (DB 
6 LDB .2B)B Vol. = 
(D - + O.l) + 0.5 (D 2 - D42) 
_4 
+ D[(0.i+ 0.5)2 _ (0.1 DB + 0.2)2]L,_ 0.1 (53) 
=
where DB ball diameter (equa. 10) - in. 
D S = seal diameter (equa. 9) - in. 
in.3
 
volume of material in housing -
Vol. -
Multiplying the volume of equation 53 by the density of the material of con­
struction yields housing weight. From Figure 111-28 the moving mass may be
 
obtained and the sum of housing weight and moving mass is equal to shut-off
 
device weight. 'The envelope dimensions are obtained by properly summing the
 
assumed relationships of the various elements which constitute the housing.
 
Design curves presenting envelope dimensions as a function of flow
 
factor (C A ) are presented in Figure 111-53 for the assumed configuration.
 
Figure III-44 plots rotary motion shut-off device weight as a function of flow
 
factor (CdAt) for all aluminum construction and all stainless steel construction.
 
III-4D-3 Solenoid Actuator
 
Nomenclature and configuration of the flat faced plunger type solenoid
 
actuator are shown in Figure 111-55. For reasonable proportions, the coil length
 
(L)c is assumed equal to O From thethe 2.25 times the armature diameter (D ). 

performance analysis, the nominal coil resistance at .530 R and the number of
 
turns in the coil have been derived. For alloy 30 wire, the resistance per
 
foot of coil wire can be expressed as a function of the wire resistivity
 
(30 MNohms -) and also in terms of the coil dimensions and number of
 
turns 
fL-tt( iar 
ohms 30 -W_ 
(2 
(54) 
ft 106 d2 N +(D + 0.13) 
1i2 2 
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where 	 d = wire diameter - inches
 
W = max power at 5300 F and 32 vdc - watts
 
N0 = number of turns of wire on coil - turns
 
D = coil outside diameter - inches
 
c.o
 
(D 	+ 0.13) = coil inside diameter - inches
 
A
 
The cross-sectional area of the coil window can be expressed in similar terms:
 
N d2 =.I ( Dc°-(DA + 0.13)) .(55)" 
c c 2
 
where 2e length of coil = 2.25 D - inches
 
c 	 A 
Combining equations 54 and 55, a relationship is 'established which can be solved
 
for D
C.O. 
 N 
Dc.o.D +(- N30 W (56)(DA+ 0.13) ' A 	+ 30.13)(56
 
C.o. + + 0.13) 12 x 106 x 322 x
 
Should a negative solution to D in equation @6) result, the feasibility of
 
a coil of alloy 30 wire is non-exkstent. Prior analytical efforts have demon­
strated that changing to a copper wire coil is not a practical alternative
 
in such cases since the thermal coefficient of resistance is predominant.
 
Where negative solutions for D result, the solenoid actuator is not a
 
feasible alternate. 0.o
 
Since the cross-sectional area of the magnetic core must be constant 
(A = ir A2 ) the solenoid maximum diamter and flange thickness can 
4 
be determined;,
 
iT 2= IT D 2 2'(7
 
4 A 4 max c.0
 
where D = makimum diamter - inches
 
max 
and if DA2=(8
4-- = I (DA + 0.13) b (58)
 
where 	 b = flange thickness 
Sufficient dimensional data is now available to determine solenoid lb
 
envelope and weight - based upon corrosion resistant steel construction (0.285 - 3). 
in. 
For the sample data points within the range of interest, no positive
 
solution for D was obtained, and solenoid actuators for these applications
 
were not feasifl as a direct acting actuator. The long strokes required (>0.100)
 
were the predominant factor which ruled out this type of actuator.
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III-4D-4 	Pneumatic and Hydraulic Cylinder Actuators
 
Since both pneumatic and hydraulic cylinder actuators assumed identical
 
configurations, the analytical method of establishing envelope and weight
 
estimates are common. Cylinder wall thickness as a function of piston diameter,
 
internal pressure and hoop stress were determined for the range and a wall
 
thickness 	of 0.075 inches was selected as adequate and practical for aluminum
 
or stainless steel construction. The configuration and nomenclature employed
 
in the following analysis is shown in Figure 111-56. The cylinder and piston
 
material volume can be defined in terms of the piston diameter (D
 
V -1 (Dp) 3 + D + 0.15) 2 _D 2] [S + + 0.47] 
D 2+ 	 'r (0.47) (59)
P 
where 	 V = material volume of cylinder and piston - in.3 
D = piston diameter - in.P
 
s = stroke - in.
 
The remaining element that constitutes material volume is the piston
 
rod. Rod diameter is determined by the critical buckling of the rod in com­
pression when 2 x the maximum load is applied. The analysis is based upon the
 
rod being treated as a column with one end fixed and the other end free, and
 
of length equal to the stroke (s). Rod diameter may be expressed as
 
2
 
128 PI D 2 s
 
d2 (60) 
ir E 
where 	 d = rod diameter - inches 
r 
PI = maximum cylinder pressure - psia 
D = piston diameter - inches
P
 
s = stroke - inches
 
E = Young's modulus for material of construction-psi
 
Rod material volume then becomes;
 
D 
7T 2n4 d (s +- + 0.47) 	 (61)
r 4 
Summing 	equations 59 and 61 resdlts in the calculated volume of material for
 
the actuator configuration.
 
A design curve for predicting cylinder actuator envelope dimensions
 
as a function of piston diameter and stroke is plotted in Figure 111-57. Weight
 
design curves as a function of piston diameter and material of construction
 
are plotted in Figure 111-58 for cylinder pressures Up to 400 psia and Figure
 
111-59 for cylinder pressures from 400 to 3000"psia.
 
111-4 D-5 Torque Motor Actuator
 
The performance analysis program of paragraph III-4B-4 generated
 
sufficient dimensional data to establish the actuator envelope and weight
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(Ref. Figure 111-40). Torque motor maximum diameter is expressed as
 
Dm DA + 1.0 (62) 
where D = motor maximum diameter - inches
 
m 
= armature diameter - inches
DA 

Torque motor length is determined directly from the performance analysis or
 
read from the design curves (Figure 111-41 through Figure 111-46). Motor
 
weight is calculated by applying appropriate material de sity factors to the
 
available envelope and derived detail dimensions;
 
DA 1
Wt = 0.283 - (1- 0.15) (DA + 1.0)2 _ + 
0.21 > [DA 2 (0.8 DA) 2 ] (63) 
Design curves for motor envelope and weight as a function of motor length
 
() and maximum electrical power (W) are plotted in Figures 111-60 and 111-61.
 
III-4E Design Layouts and Design Studies
 
Concurrent with the effort to develop the analytical program, a
 
design effort was initiated. The initial objectives of this effort were
 
document several unique design concepts which appeared feasible, establish a
 
basis for developing a relationship between moving mass and some characteristic
 
common to all valve designs, and to determine the validity of scaling factors
 
to overall valve'design. As the development of the analytical program progressed,
 
the design effort objectives were modified to include verification of the detail
 
design assumptions used in the analysis and to demonstrate the capacity of the
 
analysis program to provide comprehensive design criteria which will expedite
 
the design effort.
 
The conceptual designs of Figures 111-62, 111-63, and 111-64, are
 
representative of the initial design layout effort. The design criteria for
 
these layouts was flow factor and inlet pressure only, as development of the
 
analysis program had not progressed sufficiently at that time. The configura­
tions were representative of concepts which would ultimately be consistent with
 
the scope of the analysis and embodied features which offered solutions to
 
anticipated problems of the application.
 
The double acting sblenoid operated valve2of Figure 111-62 was
 
initially sized for a flow factor (C A ) of 0.45 in and an inlet pressure
 
of 400 psia. This concept incorporages several unique features. The double
 
acting configuration (both seat and poppet move) wherein the sum of the'motion
 
of the seat and the poppet results in the appropriate flow area across the
 
valve seat allows the use of flexures to provide friction free absolute guidance
 
of the moving elements. The type of flexure anticipated has been developed and
 
used in TMC valve designs but is limited in stroke capability. The double action
 
effectively doubles the range of applicability of flexure guides. Dividing the
 
moving mass into two separate elements, magnetically linked, also proves to be
 
advantageous considering the force stroke characteristic of the solenoid. A
 
reduction in solenoid force requirement is achieved since each moving mass moves
 
only through 1/2 of the total stroke (1/2 the acceleration). The reduced stroke
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cf each element also favors metal bellows as the method of accomplishing dynamic
 
sealing at the balance area and required seat preloads. Though the analysis
 
program ultimately indicated that a solenoid actuator for'this application was
 
not feasible, the configuration provided a basis for developing a relationship 
to predict shut-off device moving mass and documented several unique design 
oncepts applicable to other configurations. -
Figure '111-63 defines a rotary motion shut-'off (ball) and torque
 
motor actuator c~nfiguration. Original design criteria was for a flow factor
 
(C A ) of 12 in. and an inlet pressure of 30 psia. Of interest is the cam
 
actuation to retract the seal on opening, thereby reducing the required torque
 
to effect opening and minimizing scrubbing of the seal. The seal is bellows
 
mounted such that the seal is pressure energized against the ball, in the closed
 
position, in addition to the preload resulting 'from initial compression of the
 
bellows. "Wetted" ball bearing m6unting of the rotating element was selected
 
and a spring loaded shaft seal was incorporated. Performance analysis ultimately
 
invalidated a torque motor actuator for this particular application. The concept
 
documents the basic design of a rotary motion shut-off device assumed in the
 
analysis program and substantiates envelope and weight estimates.
 
The coaxial, pressure operated valve of Figure 111-64 offers perhaps
 
the highest density packaging concept. For the design criteria of 17 in.
2
 
flow factor (CdAt) and 30 psia inlet pressure, the configuration incorporates 
a balanced poppet with metal bellows dynamic seal. The actuator section
 
operates off line pressure and also incorporates a metal bellows dynamic seal.
 
pressure control of the actuator is accomplished by a 3-way solenoid operated 
valve. The pneumatic cylinder actuator is a single acting cylinder in that
 
it is pressurized to effect opening, while closing forces are exerted by the
 
inherent spring characteristic of the metal bellows when the cylinder is vented.
 
The analysis program substantiated the validity of this concept for this parti­
cular application, though specific dimensional relationships shown would have
 
to be altered to agree with the data generated by the program.
 
As the analysis program developed, the design effort was revised to util­
ize the analytical data generated, to the fullest extent. Design criteria became more
 
explicit and the configurations were limited to those which were compatible
 
with the analysis program. Figures 111-65 through 111-71 present design layouts
 
of valve configurations which reflect design criteria generated by the analysis
 
program.
 
The line pressure pneumatic operated poppet valve of Figure 111-65
 
is a characteristic vented-pilot operated valve configuration. This concept
 
r&presents a slight variation of the basic configuration .assumed for the analysis
 
program, but is readily analyzed with only slight modification to the analytical
 
techniques described in the previous sections.
 
With the valve in the closed position, as shown, the seat is preloaded
 
closed by the coil -spring and inlet pressure acts to hold the poppet closed.
 
Upon opening command (electrical signal) the solenoid causes the pilot valve
 
poppet to move to a position where the bleed tube from the inlet manifold to
 
the cavity within the main valve poppet is closed and the main poppet cavity
 
As cavity pressure decays, the differential
is vented through the pilot valve. 

pressure across the poppet creates opening forces which cause the poppet to
 
move to 
the full open position. Upon termination of the command signal the
 
pilot poppet moves to effect closing of the vent passage and opens the bleed
 
tube to permit the poppet cavity to be pressurized by inlet pressure, negating
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opening pressure forces until the spring moves the main poppet to the closed
 
position. This configuration requires line pressure to effect operation and
 
also exhibits a fail-safe characteristic in that the valve will close in the
 
event of electrical failure or decrease in inlet pressure below a predeter­
mined minimum pressure. Sizing of.the valve was based upon a flow factor
 
(CdAt) of 0.62 in.2 and an inlet pressure of 400 psia.
 
Figure 111-66 defines a line pressure pneumatic operated poppet
 
valve which embodies all characteristics of the assumed confi.uration of the
 
analysis program. Sized for a flow factor (CdAt) of 0.62 in. and an inlet
 
pressure (PI) of 400 psia, valve actuation is accomplished by a double acting
 
cylinder. The packaging concept is unique in that minimum height and width
 
of the package is achieved and the seat seal is the only potential internal
 
leak path with the valve in the closed position. Three-way solenoid operated
 
pilot valves are used to control the pneumatic cylinder actuator. With slight
 
modification, the pilot valves could be combined into a single 5-way valve.
 
Valve seat preloads are exerted by coil springs to assure a fail/safe design.
 
A rotary motion shut-off, torque motor actuated valve configuration is
 
shown in Figure 111-67. Designed for a flow factor (CDAt) of 0.94 in.2 and
 
60 psia, the configuration is totally consistent with the analysis program
 
and embodies several unique features. Spherical surfaces of the rotating ball
 
are minimal by virtue of the large diameter trunions. Minimum weight is
 
achieved by the thin shell design and assembly is simplified by the design
 
approach. As shown, the bearings are dry, being isolated from the flow media
 
by shaft seals, however, the design is such that leakage of the shaft seals
 
is tolerable since the total housing is a pressure vessel capable of being
 
welded or bolted to contain the media. The valve seal is located at the inlet
 
side of the rotating element, at some minor increase in dribble volume, but
 
minimizing potential leak paths when the valve is in the closed position. The
 
seat is a preloaded soft seal configuration employing metal bellows as a spring 
loading element and a positive dynamic seal to allow the seal to "float" to 
achieve the seat seal. As the valve is opened, a cam profile on the ball 
trunion mechanically retracts the seal to minimize scrubbing and reduce torque 
requirements to-effect rapid opening.
 
For a flow factor (CdAt) of 10 in.2 and a valve inlet pressure of 30
 
psi, a rotary motion auxiliary pressure pheumatic cylinder actuated valve design
 
is shown in Figure 111-68. Actuator sizing is based upon-the availability of
 
a 1500 psia auxiliary pressure source.
 
The rotating element is a trunion mounted thin wall spherical element.
 
Shaft seals are eliminated by utilizing the cylinder piston seals to contain
 
line pressure. The actuator is a double acting cylinder with actuator force
 
output being converted to torque by a rack and pinion drive. Actuator pressure
 
control is performed by three-way solenoid valves. As in the previous ball­
.valve design, cam action retraction of the seat seal is incorporated to minimize
 
seat scrubbing. Metal bellows mounting of the seat seal is employed to achieve
 
pressure energizing of the seal and allow "float" to enhance sealing capability
 
with minimum preload.
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An auxiliary pressure pneumatic cylinder actuator is employed to
 
operate a linear motion shut-off in the v~ive design shown in Figure 111-69.
 
The poppet is totally balanced in all positions with seat preload exerted
 
by the coil spring, which also assures fail/safe operation. Actuator-!;pntrol,
 
by the 3-way solenoid valves provides rapid response opening and closing.
 
The configuration of Figure 111-70 utilizes a torque motor actuator
 
to drive a linear motion shut-off through a ball-screw linkage. By the unique
 
employment of the ball-screw the poppet rotates 900 as it is retracted. This
 
type of motion imparts a self-cleaning capability or high dirt tolerance to
 
the valve seat seal. The poppet is fully balanced to minimize operating force
 
requirements. The ball screw drive mechanism provides greater than 90% effi­
ciency power transmission as well as imparting the unusual poppet motion.
 
Design criteria for the configurations were determined by the analysis program
 
for a flow factor (CdAt) of 0.31 in.2 and an inlet pressure of 400 psia.
 
Hydraulic cylinder actuation of a linear motion shut-off device
 
is depicted by the design of Figure 111-71. For the design criteria of a flow
 
factor (CdAt) of 3.3 in.2 and an inlet pressure (P) of 30 psia, metal bellows
 
were selected for the dynamic seals in the propellant wetted volumes. Hydrau­
lic cylinder pressure control is performed by 3-way solenoid operated valves.
 
Valve seat preload is exerted by the coil spring to assure fail/safe operation,
 
and moving element guidance is by sliding fits located outside the propellant
 
cavities. Hydraulic fluid wetted volumes have been isolated from the pro­
pellant cavities and located such that appropriate thermal control of the
 
hydraulic fluid may be incorporated, if required, without compromising the
 
design.
 
III-4F Trade-Off Curves
 
The sample calculations, performed in accordance with the developed
 
analytical techniques produced a significant quantity of data relative to
 
several valve configurations at operating points within the range of interest.
 
For a specific application, and imposing selected boundaries such as a maximum
 
response time, and maximum weight, it would be advantageous to have available
 
a simple method of determining what valve configuration or configurations are
 
feasible. With such a tool, both the systems designer and the valve designer
 
can more efficiently direct their efforts, concentrating on only feasible
 
configurations.
 
The analysis program provided detail data on six basic valve con­
figurations, and the design curves facilitate the prediction of performance
 
and physical characteristics data for any of these configurations for any flow
 
factor (CdAt) and inlet pressure (Pl) within the range of interest. Utilizing
 
this dataseveral examples of trade-off curves were prepared to demonstrate
 
the capability which had been developed.-

If opening response (at 28 vdc and 530°R in this case) is a prime
 
criteria of the application, operating envelopes of the various configurations 
can be defined. For a specific maximum allowable opening response time, the
 
analysis program and design cruves were employed to define the flow factors
 
(CdA ) and inlet pressures (Pl) at which the opening response time was equal
 
to tfe maximum allowed. Figures 111-72, 111-73 and 111-74 present the operating
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envelopes of the six basic configurations when the maximum allowable opening
 
response is 0.02"seconds, 0.05 seconds, and 0.10 seconds, respectively. Each
 
figure includes four curves to clearly document the operating envelopes of
 
the six basic configurations. Curve A defines the operating envelope of
 
a torque motor actuated rotary motion shut-off, the cross-hatched area repre­
senting the range wherein this configuration will exhibit opening response
 
equal to or less than the noted maximum. Two boundaries are defined, as a
 
function of the maximum electrical power limit. Curve B establishes similar
 
operating envelopes for torque motor operated linear shut-off device valves.
 
In curve C, line pressure pneumatic cylinder operated shut-off valve operating
 
envelopes are defined for the allowable opening response times. Curve D
 
established the operating envelope of auxiliary pressure cylinder operated
 
valves, the actuator utilizing either penumatic or hydraulic fluid at 1500 to
 
3000 psia supply pressure. Where the intersection of an applications flo
 
factor (CdAt) and inlet pressure (Pl) falls within the operating envelope for
 
a particular valve configuration, that configuration is capable of opening
 
response equal to, or less than the stated limit.
 
Where valve weight and opening response are prime considerations,
 
a more useful format of trade-off curve, for each configuration, is shown in
 
Figures 111-75 through 111-85. Since valve weight will generally increase
 
with decreasing response time, each curve represents the maximum weight of a
 
valid candidate valve configuration which will have an opening response equal
 
to or greater than the value indicated (Ref. Figure 111-75 through III-79) 
for valve opening response times 0.010 seconds). If slower opening response
 
times are acceptable, reduced valve weights will result and the operating
 
envelope for each configuration will be modified (range of flow factor and
 
inlet, pressure where configuration is feasible). This change is illustrated
 
by comparing Figures 111-80 through 111-85 with Figures 111-75 through 111-79
 
for identical configurations. In each figure the extent of each curve is
 
determined by the operating envelope of the configuration at the specified
 
inlet pressure (PI), or the range of interest, whichever is most restrictive.
 
These figures are representative of the type of trade-off curves
 
which may be prepared utilizing the analysis program developed during this
 
program. For other characteristics, such as electrical power, envelope dimen­
sions, or minimum valve open time, similar trade-off curves may be prepared.
 
The number of variables and the influence each exerted on valve performance
 
and/or physical characteristics precluded the preparation of a comprehensive,
 
generalized trade-off curve, but access to an IBM 360 computer, or equivalent,
 
and utilizing the analysis program described herein, the total spectrum of
 
variables can be considered and trade-off curves prepared for the desired incre­
ments. Appendix A presents a TMH internal report on the APL programming
 
employed to generate data presented in this report.
 
III-4G Utilizing Parametric Design Curves
 
Employing the design curves generated by the analysis program, pro­
vides a method whereby the system designer and/or the valve designer may readily
 
compile a significant quantity of data about a valve, for a specific applica­
tion, without performing extensive analysis and design studies. For the systems
 
designer, rapid predictions can be made of feasible candidates and data gener­
ated to appraise valve contributions to system weight and envelope and validate
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system performance and design criteria. The valve designer may utilize the
 
curves to establish the optimum configuration for a specific application.
 
Table III-TX presents step by step instructions for utilizing the
 
design curves presented in this report. Following the sequence presented, in
 
its entirety, enables the user to determine performance and physical charac­
teristics data for up to six candidate valve configurations for a specific
 
application wherein the thrust level, 0F, and inlet pressure for an oxygen/
 
hydrogen fueled rocket engine are the input factors.' Further refinement of
 
the pneumatic and hydraulic actuated valve configurations may be accomplished
 
by employing the shut-off device analysis and solenoid analysis to appraise
 
the impact of the actuator control valves.
 
As an example, Appendix B presents the appropriate design curves,
 
marked to indicate their use in determining the valve characteristics of an
 
application where thrust level is 1000 ib, O/F is 2.0 and inlet pressure is
 
30 psia. The particular valve configuration selected for the example is a
 
line pressure pneumatic cylinder operated linear motion shut-off valve.
 
III-4H Valve Selection
 
Having developed an analytical tool that facilitates the generation
 
of specific data for a number of valve configurations, the evaluation of this
 
data relative to the design goals of a particular system must be accomplished
 
in the most objective manner possible. This evaluation will result in the
 
selection of the optimum valve configuration. To accomplish this evaluation,
 
a comprehensive rating systemmay be developed which assigns objective figures
 
of merit to each of the valve's characteristics. Since the requirements of
 
each particular valve application are the criteria for assigning weighting
 
factors to each characteristic,a generalized rating system is not meaningful.
 
A rating system for each application may be developed by the method described
 
in paragraph 111-2. In lieu of a specific application and to illustrate the
 
composition of a rating system, Figure 111-86 presents an arbitrary rating
 
system shown to illustrate a method whereby objective assignment of figures
 
of merit to each valve candidate characteristics may be accomplished.
 
With a valid rating system available, the analysis program and/or
 
design curves are employed to generate performance and physical characteris­
tics data for likely candidate valve configurations. The data is tabulated
 
in some workable fashion, the rating system utilized to assign a figure of
 
merit to each data point, and the figures of merit for each valve configura­
tion summed to yield a total score which is compared with the scores achieved
 
by other candidate valves. If the rating system is truly valid, the highest
 
scoring candidate is the most optimum choice. The highest scoring three or
 
four candidates should then be examined on an intuitive basis to see whether
 
the apparent optimum choice is a reasonable selection from the standpoint of
 
overall engineering judgment. If some doubt still exists as to the validity
 
of the selection, sensitivity analysis of the rating system may be performed
 
to assess the impact of changes in the rating system on the final scores of
 
the various candidate valve configurations. If the results of the scoring
 
are highly sensitive to small changes in the rating system, effort should be
 
directed toward improving the validity of the rating system. Should the
 
scoring show little reaction to small changes in the rating system, the indi­
cated optimum choice may be selected with confidence.
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TABLE III-XX 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR UTILIZING DESIGN CURVES TO PREDICT PERFORMANCE AND PHYSICAL CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF VALVE CONFIGURATIONS 
Given: 	 02H 2 Engine Thrust, O/F and Inlet Pressure
 
1; 	 From Figures III-i and 111-2, determine flow factor (CdAt) for fuel
 
valve and oxidizer valve.
 
2. 	 For each value of flow factor (CdAt) inlet pressure (P1), and assumed
 
motion time, t, determine
 
A. 	 Linear motion shutoff device force required (F,) (Figures 111-13
 
through 111-18 and Acceleration (Figure III-19Y
 
.B. Rotary motion shutoff device torque required (Tv) (Figures 111-21
 
through 111-26.
 
Design curves are available for predicting performance and characteristics
3. 

of 4 actuator types.
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T BLE III-XX (Continued) 
SLTOFF DEVICE ACTUAro? PROCEDURE-
LINEAR MOTION 	 LINE PRESSURE A. FOR VALUES OF Fv, P 1 AND 
OPERATED ACCELRATION, DETERMINE PISTON 
PNEUMATIC DIAMETER (D ) FROM FIGURES IIi-31 p
CYLTNER THROUGH III-35. 
ACTUATOR 
B. 	 FOR VALUES OF MTION TIME (t) 
AND ACCELERATION, DETERMINE 
OPENING PNEUMATIC DELAY FROM 
FIGUREIII-37 (CORRECT FOR 
APPROPRIATE PNEUMaTIC MEDIA 
PER TABLE III-XVIII). 
C. 	 THE CLOSING PNEUMATIC DELAY 
CAN BE CALCULATED BY SOLVING 
A COMPLEX FUNCTION, BUT DOES 
NOT LEND ITSE LF TO A T14O 
DIMENSIONAL PLOT 
D. 	 DETERMINE SUUTFF DEVICE 
ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS, AND WEIGH 
FROK FICURESIII-50 and 111-51 
RESPECTIVELY, FOR VALUE OF 
FLOW FACTOR (CdAt) 
E. 	 DETERMINE ACTUATOR ENVELOPE 
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT FROM 
FIGURES TUl-57 & 58,RESPECTIVELY 
FOR VALUE OF PISTON DIANETER 
(D) 
F. 	 OPENING RESPONSE = MOTION TIME 
(t) + PNEUMATIC DELAY + 
COMMAND VALVE RESPONSE (MAY 
BE KNOWN OR CAN BE COMPUTED 
BY THIS ANALYTICAL PROGRAM) 
G. 	 UNIT WEIGHT - SHUTOFF DEVICE 
WEIGHT + ACTUATOR WEIGHT 
--164­
TABLE III-XX (Cohtinued)
 
H. UNIT ENVELOPE = SHUTOFF DEVICEj 
* ENVELOPE + ACTUATOR ENVELOPE 
(DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS MAY 
ALLOW BOTH ELEMENTS TO BE 
CONTAINE'D VITI!IN SHUTOFF 
DEVICE INVHI)N', - SUBJECTIVE 
JUDCMEjNT) 
I. THE ANALYTICAL PROGRAM MAY BE 
EMPLOYED TO DETERMINE­
i. VALV-E STROKE 
2. SEAT DIAMETER 
3. VALVE MOVING MASS 
4. ACTUATOR SUPPLY VALVE FLOW 
FACTOR REQUIRED 
5. VOLUME OF GAS USED PER " 
VALVE CYCLE 
.6. ACTUATOR PRESSURES AT TIME 
OF CLOSING MOTION 
INITIATION 
LINEAR MCTION AUXILIARY A: FOR VALVES OF Fv, ACCELERATION--
PRESSURE AND THE SELECTED AUXILIARY 
jOPERATED PRESSURE, DETERMINE PISTON 
PNEUMATIC DIAMETER (D ) PROM FIGURE IfL36 
CYLINDER 
B. FOR BALANCE OF PERFORMANCE AND, 
CHARACTERISTICS, PROCEED AS IN' 
(B) THROUGH (I) ABOVE EXCEPT .I 
ACTUATOR WEIGHT IS DETERMINED 
BY FIGURE 111-59 (RATHER THAN 
FIGURE 111-58. 
LINEAR lCTION HYDRAULIC A. PROCEED AS IN (A) AND (B) ABOVE 
OPERATED (AUXILIARY PRESSURE OPERATED I 
PNEUMATIC CYLINDER) 
CYLINDER EXCEPT, USE FIGURES 111-38 & 3 
ACTUATOR FOR PISTON DIAMETER DETERMINA" -
TION AND HYDRAULIC DELAY, 
RESPECTIVELY 
LINEAR NOTION TORQUE MOTOR A. FOR VALUES OF ACCELERATION AND 
ACTUATOR MOTION TIME, DETERMINE TORQUE { 
FACTOR FROM FIGURE 111-47 CALCb-
LATE REQUIRED TORQUE (T) 
v 
-165­
TABLE III-XX (Continued) 
B. DETERMINE MOTOR LENGTH AND 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM FIGURES 
111-41 THROUGH 111-46 
0. TORQUE MOTOR DELAY. IS < .002 
SEC BY DESIGN LIMIT. TlhEREFORE 
OPENING AND CLOSING RESPONSE -
(t 4- .002) SEC 
D. FROM MOTOR LENGTH AND POWER 
DETERMINE ENVELOPE- DIMENSIONS 
FROM FIG. II-60 AND WEIGHT FROM 
FIGURE 11-61. 
E. ADD SHUTOFF DEVICE WEIGHT AND 
ENVELOPE VALUES TO ACTUATOR 
WEIGHT AND ENVELOPE VALUES TO 
OBTAIN TOTAL UNIT CHARACTER-
ISTICS 
ROTARY MOTION LINE PRESSURE A. FOR VALUE OF TORQUE ('T) AND 
PE 
OPERATED MOTION TIME (t) CALCULATE 
PNEUMATIC REQUIRED ACTUATOR OUTPUT FORCEIf 
CYCLINDER (Fv) UTITLIZING FACTOR ZELECTED 
ACTUATOR FROM FIG I-48 AT A SELECTED 
ACTUATOR ACCELERATION. VALUE 
B. FOR VALUES OF F, P AND 1 
ACCELERATION, DETERMINE PISTON 
DIAMETER (Dp) FROM FIGURES.fI-31 
THROUGH 111-35. 
C. FOR VALUES OF MOTION TIME (t) ' 
* AND ACCELERATION, DETERMINE 
OPENING PNVI]MATIC DELAY FROM 
* FIGURE 111-37. 
APPROPRIATE PNEUMATIC MEDIA 
PER TABLE III-XVIIi. 
D. THE CLOSING PNEUMATIC DELAY 
CAN BE. CALCULATED BY 
SOLVING A COMPLEX FUNCTION, 
BUT DOES NOT-LEND ITSELF TO A 
7%X) DIMENSIONAL PLOT -166­
TABLE III-XX (Continued) 
E. DETERMINE SHUTOFF DEVICE 
ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT 
FROM FIGURES 111-53- & 111-54, IE-
SPECTIVELY, FOR VALUE OF FLOW 
FACTOR (CdAt) 
F. DETERMINE ACTUATOR ENVELOPE 
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT FROM 
FIGURES TI-57 & 58, RESPECTIVELY 
FOR VALUE OF PISTON DIAMETER 
(D) 
G. OPENING RESPONSE -MOTION TIME t) 
+ PNEUMATIC DELAY + COMMAND VALVE 
RES)NSIHE (MAY BE KNOWN OR CAN 11) 
COMUTI'D BY 1111S ANALYTICAL 
PROGRAM) 
H. UNIT WEIGHT - SHUTOFF DEVICE 
WEIGHT + ACTUAtOR WEIGHT 
I. UNIT ENVELOPE = SHUTOFF DEVICE 
ENVELOPE + ACTUATOR ENVELOPE 
(DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS MAY ALLOW 
BOTH ELEMENTS TO BE CONTAINED 
WITHIN SHUTOFF DEVICE ENVELOPE 
SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENT) 
J. THE- ANALYTICAL PROGRAM MAY BE 
EMPLOYED TO DETERMNE: 
1. ACTUATOR STROKE 
2. SEAT DIAMETER 
3. VALVE MOVING MASS 
4. ACTUATOR SUPPLY VALVE FLOW 
FACTOR REQUIRED 
5. VOLUME OF GAS USED PER VALVE 
CYCLE 
6. ACTUATOR PRESSURES AT TIME OF 
CLOSING MOTION INITIATION 
ROTARY MOTION AUXILIARY I A. PROCEED AS IN (A) THROUGH (J) ABOVE 
PRESSURE EXCEPT PISTON DIAMETER (D ) SHALL 
OPERATED BE DETERMINED FROM pFIGURE 111-36 AT THE 
PNEUMATIC I SELECTED AUXILIARY PRESSURE, AND 
CYLINDER ACTUATOR WEIGHT SHALL BE DETERMINED 
ACTUATOR FROM FIGURE 111-59. 
-167­
ROTARY NTION IYDRUALIC A. PROCEED AS IN (A) ABOVE (AUXILXRY 
OPERATED PRESSURE OPERATED PNEUMATIC 
C %INDER) EXCEPT USE FIGURES 111-38 
CYLINDEk-' AND 111-39 FOR PISTON DIAMETER 
ACTUATOR DETERMINATION AND .IYDRAULIC DEILY 
RESPECTIVELY 
ROTARY MOTION TORQUE MOTOR A. SELECT DESIRED MOTION TIME (t) 
AND ELECTRICAL POWER LIMIT 
B. DETERMINE MOTOR LENGTH AND 
ELECTRICAL POWER FROM FIGURES 111-41 
THROUGH 111-46. 
C. TORQUE 1DTOR. DELAY IS < .002 SE; BY 
DESIGN LIMITATION. THEREFORE OPtENING 
AND CLOSING RESPONSE (t + .0O) 
SEC 
D. FROM MOTOR LENGTH AND BOWER DETERMINE 
ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS FROM FIGURE III-60 
AND WEIGHT FROM FIGURE 111-61. 
E. ADD SHUTOFF DEVICE WEIGHT AND 
ENVELOPE VALUES TO ACTUATOR WEIGHT 
AND ENVE OPE VALUES OBTAIN TOTAL 
WIT CHARACTERISTIC 
-168­
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To illustrate valve selection by this method and present a matrix
 
format which provides ready reference to data items and to scoring, Tables
 
III-XXI and III-XXII have been prepared for the hydrogen and oxygen valves,
 
respectively, for a 1000 lb thrust, O/F of 2.0 and inlet pressure of 30 psia
 
application Tables III-XXIII and III-XXIV present similar data for the
 
same application, except that inlet pressure is increased to 400 psia. The
 
performance rating portion is based-upon the sample rating system defined in
 
Figure 111-86. The data presented in these tables reflects the capability of
 
the analysis program to predict detail performance data on the basis of the
 
most elementary design criteria.
 
111-5 Detail Design
 
At this point in the program a design review was held with the
 
NASA Houston technical monitor, for the purpose of reviewing overall program
 
effort, and to finalize the selection of candidate valves, for two applications,
 
for further design effort. The criteria established at this time required a revi­
sion in the inlet pressure, for the low pressure engine application, from 30 psia
 
to 22 psia. Also, the pressure drop characteristic was revised such that it satisfied
 
the relationship AP = .04 x Pl. This revised pressure drop characteristic is reflected
 
in Figures 111-87 and 111-88 which present flow factor vs. inlet pressure relation­
ships for various thrust and 0/F levels. The rating sytem weighting factors were
 
revised to more severely penalize a design requiring auxiliary pressurant since this
 
additional requirement would add complexity to the total vehicle system design.
 
In addition, the commonality of design of the fuel and oxidizer valves for a parti­
cular application was deemed essential.
 
These changes resulted in no change in the selected configuration
 
for the high pressure (400 psia) application as shown in Tables III-XIII and
 
III-XIV and the agreed upon configuration would be a line pressure pneumatic
 
cylinder actuated linear motion shut-off valve. The impact on the low pressure
 
application (Pl changed from 30 to 22 psia) was significant and the analysis
 
program was employed to generate new predicted characteristics. At this time,
 
more in-depth analysis was performed to refine the characteristics predictions
 
and the rating system was modified to impose a severe penalty on designs
 
requiring auxiliary pressure. A summary of this analysis and the subsequent
 
applicationof the revised rating system to the data is presented in Table
 
III-XXV. Also included in this table, are data for aluminum construction
 
configurations and a line pressure pneumatic operated poppet valve incorpora­
ting a novel sliding seat seal which would significantly reduce force require­
ments. The final selection of the candidate configuration for detail design
 
was based on only those configurations for which rating points are shown, and
 
is a line pressure pneumatic cylinder actuated poppet valve.
 
Detail design of the two selected configurations commenced with an
 
analysis effort employing the analysis program applicable to the configuration
 
but with several iterations to refine specific criteria. Minor iterations of
 
detail element design criteria were performed to optimize the design and
 
establish design margins. The design criteria were then issued for prepara­
tion of drawings.
 
The detail design layout for the hydrogen valve for a 1000 lb thrust,
 
O/F of 2.0 and inlet pressure of 400 psia application is shown in Figure III-89
 
(TMC drawing L4687). The coaxial configuration of the valve results in the
 
highest density packaging. All stainless steel construction was selected since
 
minimal weight savings can be achieved by utilizing aluminum for sections which
 
do not require magnetic properties (the solenoid operated pilot valve accounts
 
for approximately 60% of the material volume).
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As shown, the main valve seat and the pilot valve seats are
 
KEL-F, in contact with defined lands, and have controlled compression by
 
virtue of metal to metal stops. The seats are maintained in their normal
 
position by spring preloads which assure adequate seat stress to preclude
 
leakage at all pressures up to operating and resistance to dynamic environ­
ments up to 10 g's. in the closed position, inlet pressure acts to pressure
 
unbalance the seats in the normally closed position, proportional to the magni­
tude of the pressure differential across the seat. Inlet pressure fills all
 
internal cavities, except the centerbody inlet cone when the valve is in the
 
normally close, deenergized position. Pressure to the volume within the
 
poppet enters through tubes, projecting into the main flow annulus, passes
 
through the normally open seat of the coaxial pilot valve and into the volume
 
within the main poppet through manifold passages. Energizing the solenoid
 
coil creates tract~be magnetic forces which move the pilot valve armature such
 
that the passage from the main flow annulus is blocked and the manifold from
 
the volume within the main poppet is opened to the volume within the inlet
 
cone (the inlet cone interior volume is open to ambient pressure via drilled
 
passages in the struts which support the centerbody). As pressure within the
 
main poppet volume bleeds down inlet pressure, acting on the annular area
 
between the seat sealing diameter and the seal at the major diameter of the
 
poppet, creates force which ultimately exceeds the main poppet spring force
 
and causes the main poppet to move to the open position. So long as the pilot
 
solenoid remains energized to vent the main poppet interior volume to ambient,
 
pressure forces act to hold the main poppet in the open position. Upon ter­
mination of the electrical signal to the pilot solenoid coil, the pilot valve
 
armature is returned to its normal position by spring force, such that the
 
interior volume of the main poppet is open to inlet pressure. As pressure
 
in this volume builds up, pressure forces holding the main poppet open,
 
diminish until the spring causes the poppet to move to its normally closed
 
position. For the design shown, the nominal (700F, 28 vdc) opening and closing
 
response times are 0.028 seconds and 0.27 seconds, respectively at an inlet
 
pressure of 400 psia.
 
The materials and design concepts shown, all reflect current state­
of-the-art capability. The "O-ring" dynamic seal at the main poppet maximum
 
diameter was selected on the basis of the seal experiencing pressure differential
 
only during valve open condition and the ability to accommodate some leakage
 
past this seal without jeopardizing the valve's operational capability, although
 
some external leakage will result through the vent line should leakage of this
 
seal occur. Sliding fit guidance of moving elements, together with soft seal
 
seats is a workable concept even over the wide temperature range and prolonged
 
cycle life. -Sliding surfaces will be, treated with hard surface coatings
 
exhibiting excellent friction coefficients and the thin sections, required to
 
provide structural stability over the temperature and pressure range, assure
 
minimal thermal gradients within the valve that could jeopardize valve function.
 
The detail design for the low pressure (inlet pressure = 22 psia) 
application is shown in Figure Ill-90 (TMCdrawing L4688). This design embodies 
the same principles of operation as-the high pressure valves, but specific 
geometry and geometric relationships were required to accommodate, the large 
flow factor (CdAt) required to meet a pressure dropof 1 psi at rated flow. In 
this design, structural stability and minimum weight became a-predominant 
consideration. Thin wall ribbed construction of the main poppet was selected­
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to minimize the mass of the moving element and assure rigidity of sealing and
 
guidance surfaces. The relatively low operating pressure requires substantially 
large pilot valve flow passages to effect valve operation. As shown, the valve 
is predicted to have an opening response at 700F, 28 vdc and 22 psia inlet 
pressure, of 0.143 seconds and closing response is predicted to be 0.022 
seconds. The wide divergence in response time is related to the significant
 
change in volume, within the main poppet, which occurs in opening and closing.
 
Further refinement of the analysis and additional iterations to optimize
 
specific design criteria should result in convergence of these response times.
 
Materials of construction of the designs have been selected on the
 
basis of compatibility with the propellants and the total operating environ­
ment. Joint design of the 400 series stainless steel magnetic circuits
 
consider changes in structural allowables resulting from the grain growth
 
which occurs when this material is exposed to temperatures of welding or brazing.
 
KEL-F 81 (3-H Company polytrifluorochloroethylene) was selected for
 
the soft seat material on the basis of compatibility with the propellants,
 
desirable structural and thermal properties and retention of resilience at low
 
temperatures. Vespel (DuPont Co. polyimide) is an alternate soft seat material
 
possessing desirable properties. This relatively new material has not been
 
used extensively in similar applications, therefore available information will
 
have to be augmented by development test data before committing to this new
 
material.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
 
-: As p result of the effort described in this report, a comprehensive
 
program to predict valve performance and characteristics has been developed
 
and demonstrated. The analysis program developed is of a generalized nature
 
and is not refined to the fullest extent possible in that only limited con­
figurations can be accommodated. In its present status, the analysis program
 
is a valuable tool to both the systems designer and the valve designer, in
 
that rapid analysis and comparison of several valve configurations may be
 
rapidly and conveniently performed.
 
Employing the data generated by the analysis program to select the
 
optimum valve configuration for a specific application requires the develop­
ment of a valid rating system. The rating system must properly weigh each
 
characteristic of the valves and proper figures of merit must be assigned to
 
each item of data. The rating system must consider the total impact of each
 
characteristic on the system, and relation to each other characteristic. The
 
systematic method of developing a rating system, described in this report,
 
should be employed to formulate an objective rating system for each application.
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V. RECOMENDATIONS 
The eight month study effort described in this report resulted in
 
the development of methods and techniques for predicting valve performance
 
and physical characteristics for a wide range of valve sizes and operating
 
pressures. As a result of this study, the following recommendations are
 
offered as a logical extension of the accomplished effort:
 
I. 	Convert the analysis program to batch processing computer
 
to preclude bit storage capacity limitation'and realize
 
more economical computer utilization.
 
2. 	Expand the analysis program to include additional actuator
 
concepts and unique shut-off concepts.
 
3. 	Incorporate optimizing routines into the basic analysis
 
programs for establishing the most favorable geometric
 
relationships within each configuration as a function of
 
performance goals.
 
4. 	Conduct systems integration studies to resolve optimum
 
interface criteria with propellant supply system, vehicle
 
power system, command control logic and thrustor.
 
5. 	Expand the state-of-the-art evaluation of metal bellows,
 
employing available NASA resources, with emphasis on
 
characteristics peculiar to valve applications.
 
6. 	Continue detail design studies of selected-valve con­
figurations for specific application. Fabricate develop­
ment hardware to demonstrate design concepts and substantiate
 
analytical program. Conduct a comprehensive test program to
 
demonstrate valve capability and document subelement
 
performance and life characteristics.
 
7. 	Employing methods and techniques developed, expand capa­
bility to include such other gaseous propellant system
 
components as isolation valves, pressure regulators and
 
mass flow regulators.
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MIR # 382 
APL COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FAST ACTING VALVES 
September 18, 1970 
This paper documents the APL computer program for the performance parameters 
of fast acting valves for gaseous propellants. The project was 5082: Parametric 
Valve Studies. 
PREPARED BY: 	 APPROVED BY: 
D. 	 Berndt " R. C. Stechman, Manager 
Development Engineering 
APL Computer Program for Fast Acting Valves 
LMSOD and RMSOD 
18 September 1970 
A. General Description 
Two APL computer programs were written for the actuation parameters of a 
Linear Motion Shutoff Device (LMSOD) and a Rotary Motion Shutoff Device iRMSOD). 
The programs were designed to handle a large matrix of input variables; however, 
individual cases can be input also. The programs were written by D. Berndt and 
K. Drenning for Bob Lynch. 
B. Input Procedure 
The names of the programs required are: 
LMSOD : Main program 
DFT : Library sub program 
EFT : Library sub program 
QUBIC : Special sub program for LMSOD 
TITLE : Special sub program for LMSOD 
RI{SOD : Main program 
DFT Library sub program 
A description of the input variables are listed below: 
Ell,''P 	 P!" j"O71/ALP. fPLOCAL . ,A.TA .. . . 
r". 	 Printout of local variables is only required for program checkout. 
IT'"PFOR , .,,. . ..?12'P pp.....' £TsL,. OT2'EPTT P EYW'P 
n 	 The short title lists the name of the pneumatic gas and the variable names. The 
long title lists the above plus the definitions of variables and their units. 
fT r ? C,'P , f, rp F , A ,T fl': p' ?T . ' ""r:' r 
.. IT I 1 .' p ? 	 r?A !rrr ! A".!!p 
1 
,An.p4 PY VET' DA TA ,..'7 .. ..? , ,L' , , 12,,P.- 0. 
1 	 New data means new values for the input variables. The input variables are 
global and are available from the previous use of the program. If "0" is entered, 
this is the last input. 
TPPU?: "PAI 	 "4L,:.77 
A?:. input positive numbers larger than zero. Sample input: 
.. ¢.2~~ 	 Sq i n5 p,r,.q . 6 
!V71 Um P! 7'ALU"tm S Y1/ 'APrY IQflv F.7;T1 
The rows of the matrix are the pressure values to be input. The columns correspond 
to the various CDAT values. The length of the columns has to equal the length of the 
CDAT input. Sample input: 
FEu0 i5f' l 	f0 
o 3") 51 15' 4 00
 
n' 3n .O 150 0
 
20 3 1 	 C, P) 
Note: It is convenient to form a matrix and set it equal to some global variable (PX) 
before LMSOD is executed. Then for P1 input, enter PX. Wherever there is a zero 
in the matrix, the calculations are skipped over. 
Continued next page 
? VAr]., 
Input positive numbers larger than zero. Sample input: 
,n .02 3 l05 *07 .1 
r'Tmtnf PO,'flR VALhIM" 
ri. Input positive numbers larger than zero. Sample input: 
28 t 84 3,12 
'" "
 T?.771'T AZIX{ PBFFq6PP VALP 
Input positive numbers larger than zero or input zero. If zero is the input, some of 
the calculations and printouts are skipped over. This is the only variable that can 
accept an input of zero. Sample input: 
i.snn 3nonr
 
A t2. * 02 2 , 712 = 3 , a. ;'"'•", L.v7r?7Lrrr .'.-U'1ATTC 
2 Only one pneumatic gas can be used for each execution of the program. Sample input: 
This is all of the input. The printout of the title is next. 
C. Output 
The title (short or long) is the Ifirst printout. The numerical values of the 
variables is printed, out after each loop of the calculations. If zero is printed out 
for a variable, it means there was no solution for that variable, or it means that 
one of the calculated inputs was zero. The solution to the equation for magnetic 
area AM produces either two roots or none. The actuator time TA is calculated 
directly from AM; therefore, TA has the same form as AM. iAhen AM is zero, 
the 2nd, 34d -- nth line for TA and W are not printed out. 
If the program is interrupted before the printout is completed, it can be 
completed by the proper branch. If it is interrupted in one of the LMSOD steps, 
branch to LAB2 (enter -- LABS). If it is interrupted in one of the sub programs, 
branch to zero (enter-- 0). The data from one case may be lost. 
The program ends by printing out *****. 
D. Auxiliary Program 
An auxiliary progran named INPUT was written to conveniently list the input 
parameters. This program has no effect on the LMSOD program but does use the 
same global variables. The INPUT program lists the current values of the input 
parameters including: 
Options on local variables, title, new data, and pneumatic gas. 
CDAT Valve flow factor
 
P1 Pressure
 
T Time
 
W Power
 
I,
 
___ ALi IG__A IC NAM-m 	 UITS 
D .O 	 - Hy KAULIC OPTION - ­
q 	 OC-oAL VARIAFL 4,PTION 
- H.RHUT TITAL OPTION 
- NE5W PATA 5P,TION
CPA T CA-t VALxvE FLOW FACrOr (T) P . 
- P- - 171-I PR12=E5 ,Uff H'IATFZIX)P P5 T R I A I'' 	 P"51A.
 
T " VALVr MOTION TIE s5c-­
v/W Powjrg WATT5 
PAU - AUWILARy PREuPF- PsfA "" 
47N A5 -14?lP zt 2O1 3 -- -, 
RMO 	 VN5ITY OF 6AS 
R& C4A5 C-NTANT 
SrCT RATIO OF74A5 i44$T CA-PACIr(F5 
KORP 	 TAN T FiLZ AS5-CONS 
T F 	 Tj &AS T- IPtF&ATQ-r "' 
FO F(5 -Fy OPFVI N . F c _r 	 L 65S 
, S s STROKE IN 
AM AM MA7N15TIc /tRA IN2 
TA to. AC-TLJATOR TIME 'CPS P5 PA ," .PAU.X 	 PSIA 
FAFA 	 FORI-F- I 
2
dPO 	 Cd Ad ":ZNLI-T O IFIcE Ai-tA 
TA-0 	 To. ACL'UATOR TIME" sc 
po Po OPeN IN- C*,AM13LR Re, psiA
 
" - PRELIMINARY CALL CF P PSIA
 
ItL(ZI I 	 Ji PSIA 
A4 -. 	 FIR! T VosS POOF Ps IA 
TC - ACTL'ATO)R TIME: SEC 
FAH 	 FA ACTL2AT,7R FoRcVt LI? 
rPAO - PRELM CA".L icF FAH L? 
FA-,C - ClECK CA-c 'F FA 14 
Q 	 HYPRAULIC RAT"414 FLOW 
cPA,0i C4Ao rw-ET ORIFICE AREA IN2 
TA 1l TA A-TrvA'rog TIME-¢ 
'' 
- *~ ---- nn - " 
-ON C L.ATVR5
 
-. L OC A L*<-
APL A L6E PRAIC NAM- NIT. 
-" ( 
H 
T" 
K 
L 
COUNTER FOR LOOP 1.-
NIZhJPY FOR PS AMP 
TNE X FOR CPAT 
N v 155K o RRowS 
tN P EX FI7 T 
FNPsYot W AND) 
1: N Dr-) Fr*l FO 
L, 
L-­
o1) 
P -7 
)P J-
-
-
-
-
--
P3 OPTI,-N t' EP IN I TITLE PFR.M 
PC/) p q 45 or 45F7 ThRUS r- ' INf5Q roRFO', 1 1 A -
P. 7 
,II 
C" 
If 
-
If 'I I t 
F.. -­
-GIG ~~~~ III 
if 
(I 
11•. 
II 
i, 
I 
< 
+ 
I
I t 
If it 
A 
I FA 
FAIi 
-
. 
CU 
AMO 
S.TtrZA65 FOR FAW C PAO 
PRLIM CLC .o0F AM 
s 7-AMI4 -
* 
,I 
A ma 
XL 
x 
PAO 
FACK 
V o 
FAC 
s 
PAC, 
CHEFcK CALC &P- All 
RES-'Lr OF QU[C SuSPr,6 
7~ 
PRLIM CAL,!: A 
CHECK CALC :'F Fit 
CASrA$, PRCPERTIE 
SROLP 4F TSRMS iN EE; FoR 
FA VS)IN Cl-5ING g3 
TC 
-
" LF 
-. 
-
L v 
WeC Asti 
C AL NRI.'Wj!?QuaIi VA.N IUVt, 
F. Estutions 
st/'r-- OFF*pVCLILJSAR J4--01)ON H 
SOL F NO IP 
Eo No, 
F,5-r t ,-77, 2C-I /.t 
4- YA4I-
I 4 1 /t7) X,"8" (l':z >< (Z A-M ---­
.o
- cPF ­E0+-.9e1 (An_ \t 
_ 
0 ----
__I,__ 
w 
-
*ac cnt2 g{z55JrAm 7 5'
c19BW 
*ER -mBL 
CALIPOgHIAZw1arqiuaidI Ak~ NJUV3. 
PNCUATI (o41NN6 
,7,07~CJ At, 
7,.2 3-'~ 2k 
IIi1& 
-66
 
z?1'~rquardlA 
L N5o 
p (.,i rrrrkz-- 4 
P' -1 4 ' - ' o C 4A) 
s.'v f~v Po 
S , Vcf -or P 
425 FA (s
,-52 PS 
Vo 21 -­
4I~~~~~7 k c( k~V'(/ ~
'- &Juc1AV4 UY.CAIOD 
LMSP 
LP RAULIC 
Q 7 j-
___ 7t 
( ~~42-0"- .. -v , 7.z-,F 
5CJAo~ 
___-O 
---­
2-7,g x17, qO y 172.61/f-lE,Ps 
To = . ,,P 
ID, ;, g 5.__.,_ 
 <,

-

-
c ,43

-7o7 
!.v 1,L Lv Jo, P
T,7 

k-7 
UYqjYJ$9__V VANfl-.d__$I 
.P/ 
2 
-A FO -1-C FA Y2cq .2 Z A 
0 Fhc A 2f2OV&A+ + PI (,4P46 cdqr-L121q 
(9C6>3 =h k(-1a)c0=p 
9 (C+IC3= 
34f 
Co.:' Cqx5241FA FV +CW' PAi Yz 
FAG Jo ;II5--,9 
a~tPs.
 
z~, ,'t6 17 2 6 a
G - C,-Ao 
FA
.o6250tc 
16(uardltAJNW
 
G. APL Programs and Sample Output 
V LMSOD;C;H;X;J ; L;U;D2;43;DL.;D;D7;C1;C2;C3;C4AC5 ;C7 ;C8 ;C O;CI;11;AMf;AMCK;Y1;X;PACK;FAO;GAS;V0; 
ENT;R
[I] 'ENTER I TO PRINT VALUES OF LOCAL VARIABLES. OTR R;,7'Tt 0.'
 
2) D9-fn 
£3) 'ENTER i FOR SHORT TITLE. OTHERWISE FNTER 0 
[41 D3-ob8+O 
£5) 'ENTER I TO PRINT OUT ANSWERS FOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR. OTHER .IS-E ENTR 0 .' 
[61 010+! 
£71 'ARE NEW DATA REOUIRED? ANSWER 2 FOR YES AND 0 FOR NO.' 
[s] D1i fl 
[3. *(D=O)/LABi ;
 
[L) 'INPUT CDAT VALUES'
 
[ill CPA T ,Fi
 
C12)3 INPUT PI VALUES IIN MATRIX FORM J;Y)'
 
£131 Pi4-f
 
[141 'INPUT 2 VALU7S'
 
£15i T-,fn
 
16) 'INPUT POWER VALUES'
 
ZT[171] n.[
 
fl8l 'INPUT AUX PRES/IhtnE VALUE,' 
1131 PA UX+(PAUX0) /PAUX, F 
20] 'SLCT P17EUMATIC GAST P2 1 , 02 , 112 3 ,H = 4 p TEUP ONLY OPP nfr,?,BRI 
[211 GN~n 
[22] LAI:Pp' I
 
[231 TITLE
 
£241 2p' 
[251 GAS -((3.06F-6 9190 1.4 0.48 0.41)x(GNzl))+('.862,- 577 1.4. 0.48 0..55)x(GJ=2) 
[26] GAS-GA((4.28P-5 622 1.4 0.48 0.523)x(Or7=3))+(5.q5E-5 11630 1,Rs5 0..t5 O,.21)x(T.UJj)
£271 OA Hi-(ROfA sr)) ( G-QASF21)(K(Th-A5[3),(K.,.PP+GA~rul) (Cfl1+G4i1rS),PC+530 
29] LAR2:-(P1[I;J=)/L-­
D[30 (SXoxD2)+((P1[Y;JIxO! 4)x(((D2+0.O1)*2)-o.q7x((D2(C..DATFIJ]0.5 -)'... ,)*2) ))
 

"11311 FOfM1 D4+(((CCDATCY14O.AS)*1 .B6)+185)x20+D2"722xTEX'T*2 
jF 321 SeP2x'4 
zJ33 C21 .25x( 0.78. *1 . 5)XO2 R3x20+S*193. 2xT[I,*2 
Z1341 C5-0.02703125xC2
 
351 C7((C5"3)*3)-(FO[;.;1C2)+C5x(C5*3)*2 
3C Cg(xC5x(CS *3))-3x(CFj.3)*2 £ 
U371 D13D7X1+TA-A?.!-Oxt3 
10o!-L381 Xi CS OBIC 07 
K -M I.
SOD~ s TO FX 
[40] Aht14-1X*2
 
C411 AMCX4-C(1.73-:6L47 PO[?.t+ .25x(C(ABI+o.75)*1 .5 WO.283x2O++( 193.2YTEX1*2) )xAu;4

E[42 AMh-(C I(At-AMCK)*AATf+lr7)<11C7)/AH

E£43 1 DS4C(t'OFJ4+0.981x((Alf o.785)*1 .S)x5.66+0 OO3~x+7TF'11*2c.32*2)X1I.2xO WEL I)xA!I~r)
 
C451 TA--( O.02R63410*8)xVflxf7xOO.s85
 
E[4 6] 'SoL';8 2 
 11 3 11 2 11 2 VET POEM IP,AM),(16 4 11 4 LEFT TA) F) 0 8 2 8 0 8 2 VET WE LI, CDAT4-[i13 
aP491 1IOk 
U501 C2,CS,C7,CS 
ZE5i) P6,D7,X1 
S'2 1 AMO1,AMCK;,Y,J,x,L,GAS5
5.31 * 
Es5) L L+1i
 
£561 DS)+(CFO[Mflt0.981x((AM*+0.785)* .5)KS .66t0 08x.+T[Jfi*2)W32*2)x1 .25xS-41F[L I )xAM~c0[57) D7+(((2.525sx8O+(8000x)+ssx(.A o.7s)*O,)oQj~qx,r~l)*2)x4p;fl
 
£58) 2Vb--CO.0R6)3U'0*8)xp)FxznxeDo.sns
 
E!)1(no 4~ 11. 4 ET TA). R 0 VET T.TL1 ­
£6 f01 4( LcpP)/L4 --
__ 
Tj63) Cq-(C (CPlA T[1* 0 . 5)551.17 xTFx.2 )+2o0) xo0. 212,q,24frnU1 *1 .5f
aI641 FA -EAOeFOC1I.f+Cx(POE;4+cq x(r7[ fI+Cx(ofr+qxpOFl1 5 *1 .5 5*1
5 1
 
t\C IC?'A l EC K)+. A1 s )75<lp§5)X
Z	6 51 

6rns4 FAO-(P13?S'-iixYl)xcclxcv'7)oxpo5xFco.)XAI
 
t[SqlFAC-A(C22x(CVAT[I1l*fl.5))+P1[I;Jlx(7 
.fl5E5+(O).l21lIxCDl4TrT1*o.5)±e.Otu62xCPAT-rii))
A[ 701  '3-(+~j)FCo7s)oo~±-;o1.2g 
[2) C+PO1+-'C2PO34-flO-vo-.c4.rN yO~vA Hog
 
[731 4>Fljj 112 I 
5 L10tP0 pO3-4(c4+. 01)*C+1 
LM SO'D PAGE 2
 
E[80] LII:PO+PO-((C3xP0*C1Pr( (S±0.01)xPO*Cli-I)-Cu)4(C3xC1XPO*C1-1 )t(S+O.01 )x(Clt1 )uPO*C f 
£821 4(00O1((C3xPO*C1)+((S+0.01)RO*C1+1)-C4))AC,<100)/L~I 4, 
I_____________[83) PO+*POxG<10 
(8)4) VO4FAx(S+0,01)ZO.52xPSfH

[851 TC-VOx(((PSCri]4APObC)-1)UtCxCC~xCPAOxP~xCixTC*0.S

[861 L12:'PNECI'MC';(9 0 12 2 VET PsrR)PFA), 16-)4 11. 4 11 4 11 4475'T CDAO,TAO.POTC-':E
 
I+C1x(POM+CIOxPOUI+C Ox(EF1CXOMt.5*
Y.891 FA~H-FAJOFO[M 0 )i)1,
 
Z9ol FAHCIC-(FOEM]3+C1OxAI*1.5)xPAJWO0 
: Eqli PAse-<((ICPAn7-F.4llCR)- AH+lrf7)<flC5)xPAl 
.2f93) CDAOJI<-.00061762x0114PSE11)*0.5 

z[94)3 TAH4-0,OG2SxPAII*QHxPS[II1

A Lq 5-3lI~flYRLC,(q0 12 2 DFT PS[11.?AE), 16 4 11 4 39 4 PT CDAOUl,TAHOII0II 
£9831'PIELIIATIC ';PAO.PACKSIPAC;ffYRAUrTC ;AfPACf I-
E1023 +(II:spPAUX)±I1L7-::-- * 
£1031 e)(DiO=nfl-+z26
 
[1001'' 

[1051'
 
[107 JL,:K JC+1 
[Ins) *C.MIpT)LA 2 - --- p 
[1091 j+J'rl 
-11111 -4J-pPIC[1;1)/LAB2 

E1121 J44)3 -(1 
£1131 TITLE 
[1l14-1 I+1 ______ 
[1151 4( T:pCVAT)/LAl2-- - ---­
[its)
 
LM SOD'PAGE 3 
14*1P 
***** 
INPUT: 
SOLENOID ACTUATOR: 

PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR: 
(OPENING) 
(CLOSIt,): 
HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR: 
TE PNEUMATIC CA~z T 
+OXYCEN 4-
FO S 
PS 
SOL 20,26 n.276 

PULUMC 60 
P.EUMC .1500 

pfEUC 3000 
U.YDRLC 1500 
NYDRLC 30'00 
SOL 20.20' 0.276 

PPUC 60 
PUBEUMC 1500 
PUrLUMC 3000 
HVDRLC 1500 
YZ'DPLC 3000 
TJT.VP AR MOTTOR 81t1T OFP PrtTm ***** 
V POWER .- ATTS CDAT = VALVE, FLOW FACTOR sO II 
PI = UPSTREAM PRESEURE ~P,P T = REOUYRED MOTIO? TTP! SEC 
PS = PI OR PAUX -, PS.IA PAUX = AUXILARY. PRMSURE - PSIA 
FO = OPEING FORCE - LB 	 q STROKE - .INCH 
AM = IACNTC AREA - So Y.1 TA ACTUATOP Tr'P -' r7C 
PA = ACTUATOR FORCE - LB CDxAO = YULET ORIPCF AREA -. SO IN" 
TAO = ACTUATOR TIME? - SEC 
PO = OPrTNO,, CR.AM17BPP PPE?7S-P.,7TA PC = ACTUATOP TTMP - .9EC 
PA = ACTUATOR FORCE -. LB CDxAO = TYLPT ORIFIT. AREA -q I0 
TAO = ACTUATOR TIME -EC 0 = FLOWT RATE - CUPYC r./gc , 
AM All TA TA V? CDAI P1 T 
FA, CDxAO TAO PO TC 
3.02 	 1.07 1,E00 4.307!7-01 29 0.02 60 0o.01 
80 09E-01 .2.153E-01 56 
5.393P-01 1.436P-01 84 
4.OS-01 1.077P-01 112 
21.86 5.171P-03 5.7661-03 1,536E01 5.592F-03
 
20.27 IqiSr-04 6.766E-03 4°378E02 5.004E-03
 
20.26 9.585r-05 6,766E-03 8.761r02 5.0027,-0,3 
20.26 7.4238-06 1.81P n3 	 4.65577-01
 
20.26 2.1624-06 i.a1pF-03 	 2.327E-01 
8,32 0.76 	 2oqq900 1.9q6701 29 0.62 60 -- b.02 
1'o479E00 9.A78P-02 56 
q,gs63r-ni 6.652P-02 84 
7.307-l 4.9Rg9T-02 112 
21.26 2.514P-03 1.353r-02 !r1020I I.rAp -02 
20.21 9.560r?-05 1.3 5 3 r-n 4.379E02 1.001?-02 
20.20 4.779P-05 1.353rO)- 8,.761E02 I,0OnOP-02 
20.20' 3.701-06 3.9sEm-0 1 	 2.32iF-01 
20.20 1. 308E 3.628? 	 1.160'm,?.2-01 -S 

L MSO D. SAMPLS OUTPUT 
V RMSO;I;J;i;,K;DID2;D3;P4 
[i) 'ARE NEt' DATA REUPRD? ANSP',P I Ffn? YE. A.D 0 FOR 0.' [2) 914-f 
[31 +(D=o)/LAD1 
[4) 'INPUT CDAT VALUES' 
[5) CDA T' ­
(6) 'INPUT P1 VALUES' 
£71 'Pa-fl 
Is] 'INPUT ? VALU.q'(q) 	 T '-U 
OP?.1221@,£101 LAB1: OpE!/Th? ODA T,.AM 
[11I I TOROUP PpR27RlqF TIPRE 
[12) 2p ' . 
[131 I+J44%M*1 
[i4 D4.TO±Oxt(pCDAT')x(PPI)xPT ( D	 "PI 4xo14)x(D2 ICDAT1I O 070)*£151 L2:D[]M)((D+0.16)014.14 )x(5x01xD2+0 .l 3 )+(.fl3 X(C 2 +O.6)*2)) ( D3+ 
0.5)*2 
O .48[16) TOUt4Di4[ti-U1(i0Q123xolT[1'2)X(((D2+O0n6)ii-414)*5()-(( x D 2)40.707)+0.023)*S 
[171. 10 2 13 2 15 0 16 2 VFT TOr?4],CDATFZP-[JT,P[r 
[181 Bf<-Af+l [193 1-1+1
 
[201 +(IgpCDAT)/r,2 
[211 2- i 
[22) J-J+I 
[231 .(J-pPi)1L2
 
[24) J4-1
 
[251 ! K+l 
(26]1 if( L 2L'.<p" 

V 
RH,'SO0D 
.j
 
VOUBICtP1V
 
V R -A OUBIC B;P;t;C;D;U
 
[I] Rox0t3
 
[23 P-A+3
 
[3) Q-B 2
 
[4) D+(O*2)-P*3
 
£5) *(D>O)/L1
 
[6) -(D=O)/L2
 
[71 +(D<O)/L3
 
[81 Li:R[1.-((XC)x( ICO+D*O.5)*f3)-(xC)x(ICn-D*
 
[103 L2:R[1] 2x(cC)x( ICO)* 3
 
[1 R[2] -(xC)x(IC)*43
 
[121 -0
 
[13] L3:U-2oQ*PxP*o.s
 
[141 RC1I*2x(P*o.5)x2oU 3
 
[151 R[212x(P*0o5)x2o(U 3)+Olx120*180
 
[16) RE3]-2x(P*O.5)x20(U*3)+OIx240*180
 
V
 
QUBtC
 
VTITL E[ f]V 
V TITLE
 
[I] +D3/12[2] .-
,(D8=1) /11 
[3) ' **** LIYEAR MOTION SHUT OFF DEVICE *****' 
(43
 
[5] 'INPUT: l = POWER - WATTS CDAT = VALV- FLOW FACTOR S0 IN [6] ' PI = UPSTREAM PRFq,SLRE - PSIA T = REQUIRED MOTION TIME - SEC' 
[71 ' P, = PI OR PAUX - PSIA PAUX = AUXILARY PRESSURE - PSIA 
[8) 'SOLENOID ACTUATOR: FO = OPENIIG FORCE - LB S STROKE - INCH' 
[9] 1 AM = MAGNETIC AREA - SO I TA = ACTUATOR TI'P SEC'[10] 'PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR: FA ACTUATOR FORCE - LB CDxAO = INLET ORIFICE'AREA - SO I!'. 
[II] ' (OPENING) TAO = ACTUATOR TIME - SEC'
 [123) (CLOSING); PC = OPZNIPO CHAMBER PRESS'-PSIA TC = ACTUATOR TIME - SEC'
 [13) 'HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR: FA = ACTUATOR FORCE - LB CDxAO = INLET ORIFICE AREA - SO IN'
 [14) 1 TAO = ACTUATOR TIP, - SEC 0 = FLOW RATE - CUBIC IN/SEC'

[i5) 'THE PNEU4ATIC GAS IS :'
[16] 11l:' ->-+';(CN=±)/HDR0GEN),C(CN=2)/'OXYcF z) ((cw -- )/'?rTRocEN'),((g±=4)/,qpLxUM);t9 4-, 
[17) ' 1 [18) 12:' FO S AM AM TA TA , p CDA T P1 1 
(19" PS FA CDxAO TAO PO TC 0' 
V
 
TI TLE
 
V INPUT 
£2) ' = ';Dg;' ';(r9=)/'DO UtOT';' PPRtT LOCAL VARYAPflP t 
£3) 'PB = ';DR; I ;(I/tqpnp~')(8sO)/LQpgI;: TTWL'Zv 
[43 .'D10= t;D1O;" = .;(DlO=O)1'DO N7OT,;' PRIPT A7rzrPRPS FOR HYDPAULIC ACTUATOP'
 
£51 'D1 = ';DIl' rIm.' DATA APP ';(D1=O)/'yOT';' RPOUTPPD'
 
[61 'Gm = 'if?;' (1= 112, 2= 02, 3= 772, 4=U)'

'£7) 
[RI 'CDAT '; 10 2 DPT CODAT 
g P - ';(17 0 ,(((oPlri;!)-l)x2)p(1o 0))) DFft P1[10) 
[U' = 10 2 OPT T 
[12) 't ; 10 0 DPT V 
[13) 'PAU/ = '; 10 0 DPT PAZIX 
[141 ' ' 
[151 'PUPBFR OF CArqFS­
[16 ',VAX NUMBIR. OP LIZTES/CASP = 5;1+((1+D1O)XpPAUX)+pr? 
[171 ' 
INPUT
 
INPUT 
D9 = 0 = DO POT PRINT LOCAL VARIABLES 
D8 = 0 = LONG TITLE 
DI0= 1 = PRINT ANSWERS FOR HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR 
D! = I = PEW DATA ARE REQUIRED 
G1 = 2 (i= H2, 2= 02. 3= P2, 4=HR) 
CDAT = 0,62 0.94 2.50 6.50 10.00 25,00, 36.00 
P1i 
0 0 6O 150 400 
O" 30 60 150 '400 
20 30 60 190 n 
20 30 60 0 0 
20 3n 60 0 0 
20 30 0 0 0 
20 30 0. 0 0 
T = 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.10 
W = 28 56 84 112 
PAUX =. 1500 3000 
NUMBER Of CASES =-126 
MAX !TUTMBER OP LiIEq/CASE 9 
[N PT PUT
 
APPENDIX B 
SAM'LE OF DESIGN CURVE UTILIZATION TO
 
DETERMINE A VALVE' S CHARACTERISTICS
 
FOR AN APPLICATION WHERE:
 
Thrust = 1000 lb
 
=O/F 2.0 (Oxygen/Hydrogen) 
Inlet Pressure = 30 psia
 
t = 0.03
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